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A January 2016 OMB requirement to complete an IT asset im.entory by the end
of May 2016 contributed to most of the agencies fully meeting the first three
practices . Agencies that did not fully address these practices stated, among
other things , their focus on major and high risk im.estments as a reason for not
having complete inventories . Howe\.er, not accounting for all applications may
result in missed opportunities to identify savings and efficiencies . It is also
inconsistent with OMB guidance regarding implementation of IT acquisition
reform law. referred to as the Federal Information Technology Acquisition
Reform Act. which requires that Chief Information Officers at covered agencies
ha\.€ increased visibility into all IT resources . Not accounting for all applications
also presents a security risk since agencies can only secure assets if they are
aware of them .
Each of the six selected agencies relied on their in\.estment management
processes and. in some cases . supplemental processes to rationalize their
applications to varying degrees . Howe\.er, fi\.€ of the six agencies acknowledged
that their processes did not always allow for collecting or reviewing the
information needed to effecti\.ely rationalize all their applications . The sixth
agency, the National Science Foundation (NSF), stated its processes allow it to
effectively rationalize its applications , but agency documentation supporting this
assertion was incomplete. Only one agency- the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA)-had plans to address shortcomings . Taking
action to address identified weaknesses .with agencies ' exi sting proc esses for
rationalizing applications would assist with identifying additional opportunities to
reduce duplication and achie\.€ savings.
-
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U.S. GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE
441 G St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20548

September 29, 2016
The Honorable Ron Johnson
Chairman
Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
United States Senate
The Honorable Jason Chaffetz
Chairman
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
House of Representatives
In fiscal year 2017, the federal government is expected to spend more
than $90 billion on information technology (IT) , including software
applications . Applications are software components and supporting
software hosted on an operating system that create, use, modify, share,
or store data in order to enable a business or mission function to be
performed. This includes custom , commercial off-the-shelf, government
off-the-shelf, or open-sourced software. In a memorandum issued in
March 2013, the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) advocated the
use of application rationalization-streamlining the portfolio with the goal
of improving efficiency, reducing complexity and redundancy, and
lowering the cost of ownership. Through this process agencies can
identify duplicative, wasteful , and low-value applications and identify
opportunities for savings .
You asked us to review federal agencies' efforts to rationalize their
portfolio of applications . Our objectives were to determ ine (1 ) whether
agencies have established complete application inventories and (2) to
what extent selected agencies have developed and implemented
processes for rationalizing their portfolio of applications . For consistency,
we defined applications as those commodity IT assets associated with
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enterprise IT systems and business systems commodity IT categories
identified in OMB guidance. 1
To address the first objective, we identified four practices for establishing
complete inventories . We derived them primarily from our guide for
assessing the reliability of computer-processed data and best practices
identified in our 2014 report on federal software licenses . These practices
are (1) including the business and enterprise IT systems defined by OMB ,
(2) including systems from all organizational components , (3) specifying
basic application attributes-namely application name, description,
owner, and function supported-, and (4) regularly updating the inventory
with quality controls to ensure the reliability of the data in the inventory.
The 24 Chief Financial Officers (CFO) Act of 1990 agencies provided us
with their software application inventories . We analyzed the inventories,
reviewed documentation, and interviewed agency staff to determine the
extent to which agencies implemented the practices we identified.
To address the second objective, we selected six agencies- the
Departments of Defense (DOD), Homeland Security (OHS), Labor
(Labor), and the Interior (Interior); the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) ; and National Science Foundation (NSF). We
selected them based on their fiscal year 2015 IT spending-we selected
two large agencies , two medium agencies , and two small agencies-and
whether they claimed to have an application rationalization process . We
also included agencies recognized for effective rationalization efforts
based on our research and OMB observations . We identified a set of
common application rationalization practices , reviewed documentation ,
and interviewed agency officials to determine whether the agencies had
processes addressing these practices .
We conducted this performance audit from May 2015 to September 2016
in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards .
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain

1
Accord ing to OMB's memorandum Chieflnformation OfficerAuthoritiesM-1 1-29
(Washington , D.C.: Aug . 8, 2011 ), enterprise ITsystems include e-mail , identity and
access management, IT security, web infrastructure , and collaboration tools . Bus iness
systems include finance, human resources, and other administrative functions . In
add ition , while comm oditylT assets represent a range of appl ications , systems , and
investments , we are using th e term application to address them all.
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sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives . We believe that
the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives. See appendix I for a more
detailed discussion of our objectives , scope, and methodology.

Background

In March 2012, OMB launched the PortfolioStat initiative which required
agencies to conduct an annual review of their commodity IT portfolio to,
among other things, achieve savings by identifying opportunities to
consolidate investments or move to shared services . 2 For PortfolioStat,
OMB defined broad categories of commodity IT:
•

enterprise IT systems, which include e-mail, identity and access
management, IT security, web infrastructure, and collaboration tools ;

•

business systems , which include finance, human resources , and other
administrative functions ; and

•

IT infrastructure, which includes data centers , networks , desktop
computers, and mobile devices .

Of those categories , the first two include software applications , which are
software components and supporting software hosted on an operating
system that create, use, modify, share, or store data in order to enable a
business or mission function to be performed . This includes custom ,
commercial off-the-shelf, government off-the-shelf, or open-sourced
software. The memorandum establishing the PortfolioStat initiative also
required agencies to develop a commodity IT baseline including the
number, types , and costs of investments for all commodity IT categories .
In a subsequent memorandum , OMB advocated the use of application
rationalization to inform data center optimization efforts . 3 Application
rationalization is the process of streamlining the portfolio to improve
efficiency, reduce complexity and redundancy, and lower the cost of

2

0MB , Implementing PortfolioStatM-12-10 (Washington , D.C .: Mar. 30 , 2012 ).

3

0MB , Fiscal Year 2013 Portfolio Stat Guidance : Strengthening Federal IT Portfolio
ManagementM-13-09 (Washington , D.C.: Mar. 27 , 2013 ). While OMB advocated the use
of application rationalization in its memorandum , itdid not define a process or propose
steps for carrying it out.
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ownership. It can be done by retiring aging and low-value applications ,
modernizing aging and high-value applications , eliminating redundant
applications , standardizing on common technology platform and version
(as is the case for moving to shared services), or consolidating
applications. 4 OMS stated in its memorandum that application
rationalization would be a focus of PortfolioStat sessions and required
agencies to describe their approach to maturing the IT portfolio, including
rationalizing applications, in the information resource management plans
and enterprise roadmaps that are required to be updated annually.
In December 2014, the law commonly referred to as the Federal
Information Technology Acquisition Reform Act (FITARA) was enacted
and required covered executive branch agencies (except for DOD) to
ensure that Chief Information Officers (CIO) have a significant role in the
decision making process for IT budgeting, as well as the management,
governance, and oversight processes related to IT. 5 The act also required
that CIOs (in each covered agency except DOD) review and approve (1)
all contracts for IT services prior to their execution and (2) the
appointment of any other employee with the title of CIO , or who functions
in the capacity of a CIO, for any component organization within the
agency. OMS issued guidance in June 2015 that reinforces the
importance of agency C IOs and describes how agencies are to
implement the law.6
In that same memorandum , OMS changed PortfolioStat from being an
annual review session to quarterly reviews including a discussion of
portfolio optimization efforts and focus on commodity IT. Specifically, the
memorandum stated that agencies are to discuss how they use category
management to consolidate commodity IT assets ; eliminate duplication
between assets ; and improve procurement and management of

4

0racle , An Oracle White Paper in Enterprise Architecture, Application Portfolio
Rationalization: How IT Standardization Fuels Growth (Redwood Shores , CA, May 2010 ).
Reprinted with permission from Oracle .

5

Federal Information Technology Acquisition Reform provisions of the Carl Levin and
Howard P. 'Buck' McKean National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2015 , Pub .
L. No . 113-291 , div. A, title VIII , subtitle D, 128 Stat 3292 , 3438-3450 (Dec. 19, 2014 ).

6

0MB , Management and Oversight of Information Technology Memorandum M-15-14

(Washington , D.C .: June 10, 2015) .
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hardware, software, network, and telecom services during the sessions .
Furthermore, agencies are to share lessons-learned related to commodity
IT procurement policies and efforts to establish enterprise-wide
inventories of related information. The memorandum also specified key
responsibilities for CIOs-including having increased vis ibility into all IT
resources-and required agencies to develop plans to implement these
responsibilities by December 2015.
Further, during the course of our review , in January 2016, OMS updated
guidance to agencies requiring that they provide information regarding
their IT asset inventories when making integrated data collection
submissions . 7 The guidance required agencies to provide a preliminary
inventory by the end of February 2016 and a complete IT asset inventory,
including information on systems , sub-systems, and applications by the
end of May 2016 to OMS .
Finally, federal law and guidance specify requirements for protecting
federal information and systems . Specifically, the Federal Information
Security Management Act (FISMA) of 2002,8 among other things ,
requires agencies to maintain and update an inventory of major
information systems at least annually, and the National Institute of
Standards and Technology specifies that this should include an accurate
inventory of software components , including the software applications
which are the subject of our review. OMS plays a key role in monitoring
and overseeing agencies' security activities and their FISMA
implementation. This includes tracking how well agencies are managing
their inventories of hardware and software assets and protecting them .

7

0MB M-13-09 created the integrated data collection approach to stream line age ncy
reporting functions and reduce agency burden .

8

The Federallnformatio n Security fvbdemiz ation Act of 2014 (FISl'vlA 20 14) (Pu b. L. No.
113-283, Dec. 18, 2014 ) largely superseded the Federal Information Security
Manage m ent Act of 2002 (FISl'vlA 2002 ), enacted as Title Ill, E-GovernmentAct of 2002 ,
Pub . L. No. 107-34 7, 116 Stat. 2899 , 2946 (Dec. 17 , 2002 ).
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GAO Has Reported on
Efforts Related to
Application Rationalization

In November 2013, we reported that agency commodity IT baselines
were not all complete and recommended that 12 agencies complete their
commodity IT baselines .9 As of March 2016, 6 of the 12 agencies-the
Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Housing and Urban
Development, and Labor; the Social Security Administration ; and the U.S.
Agency for International Development-reported that they had completed
their commodity IT baseline. The remaining 6 agencies reported making
progress towards completion.
In May 2014, in a review examining federal agencies' management of
software licenses (which are types of enterprise IT applications), we
determined , among other things , that only 2 of the 24 CFO Act
agencies-the Department of Housing and Urban Development and the
National Science Foundation-had comprehensive software license
inventories . Twenty had partially complete inventories and two did not
have any inventory. 10 We recommended that agencies complete their
inventories . We also recommended that OMB issue a directive to help
guide agencies in managing licenses and that the 24 agencies improve
their policies and practices for managing licenses. In June 2016, OMB
issued a memorandum that is intended to improve agencies' acquisition
and management of enterprise software, consistent with our May 2014
recommendation . 11 The memorandum contains elements related to
having a comprehensive policy, such as developing and implementing a
plan for centralizing the management of software licenses.

9

GAO, Information Technology: Additional OMB and Agency Actions Are Needed to
Achieve Portfolio Savings, GA0-14-65 (Washington , D.C .: Nov. 6, 2013).
10

GAO, Federal Software Licenses: Better Management Needed to Achieve Significant
Savings Government-Wide, GA0-14-413 (Washington , D.C.: May 22 , 2014).

11

0MB , Category Management Policy 16-1 Improving the Management and Acquisition of
Common Information Technology: Software Licensing, Memorandum M-16-12
(Washington , D .C .: Jun . 2 , 2016).
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Most Agencies Fully
Met at Least Three of
the Four Practices for
Establishing
Complete Application
Inventories

We identified four practices to determine whether agencies had a
complete software application inventory. To do so, we primarily relied on
best practices used in our recent report on federal software licenses
which determined , among other things , whether agencies had a
comprehensive software license inventory, 12 and our guide for assess ing
the reliability of computer-processed data. We determined that to be
considered complete agencies' inventories should:
•

include business systems and enterprise IT systems , as defined by
OMB;

•

include these systems from all organizational components ;

•

specify basic attributes , namely application name, description, owner,
and function supported ; and

•

be regularly updated with quality controls in place to ensure the
reliability of the information collected.

Most of the agencies fully met at least three of the four practices .
Specifically,
•

4 agencies fully met all four practices ;

•

9 agencies fully met three practices and 8 of these partially met the
fourth ,

•

6 agencies fully met two practices and 5 of these partially met the
others ,

•

2 agencies fully met one practice and partially met the three others ,
and

•

3 agencies did not fully meet any practice.

Of the three agencies that did not fully meet any practice, one partially
met all four practices , and two partially met three practices and did not
meet the fourth . Table1 lists the 24 agencies and shows whether they
fully met, partially met, or did not meet each of the four practices , and
figure 1 graphically depicts this status .

12

GA0-14-413.
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Table 1: GAO Assessment of Agencies' Efforts to Establish a Complete Application Inventory
Includes business
and enterprise IT
systems

Agency

•

Department of Agriculture
Department of Commerce
Department ofDefense
Department of Education
Department of Energy
Department of Health and Human
Services
Department of Homeland Security
DepartmentofHousing and Urban
Development

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
()

Departmentofthe Interior
Department of Justice

•
•
•
•
•
()

Department of Labor
Department of State

()

Department ofTransportation
Departmentofthe Treasury
DepartmentofVeterans Affairs
Environmental Protection Agency
General Services Administration
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
National Science Foundation
Nuclear RegulatoryCom mission
Office of Personnel Management

•

•
•
•
•
•
()

Small Business Administration
Social Security Administration

•

U.S. Agency for International
Development

Includes systems
from all
organizational
components

•
•
•

Specifies
basic application
attributes

•

•

()

()

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

()

()

()

•
()

•
•
•
()

()
()

()

•
•

•
•
•
()

Is regularly
updated with
quality controls to
ensure reliability

•
•
()

()

0

()

()

•
()

0

•
0

()

()

()

()

()

()

•
•
•
•
•
•
()

()

•
•

()

•
•
()

()
()

()

0
()
()

Key : • Fully met-the agency provided evidence that~ fully or largely addressed the key practice for establishing a COfllllete application inventory
() Partially met-the agency provided evidence that it addressed some, but not all, of the key practice for establishing a COf11Jlete application
inventory
o Not met-the agency provided evidence that it largely did not meet the key practice for establishing a COf11Jlete application inventory or did not
provide any evidence that it addressed the key practice
SoLrce: GAO anaysis ri agercy doct..rrefiat1m

I GA0-16-511
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Figure 1: Assessment of Whether Agencies Fully Met Practices for Establishing Complete Software Application Inventories
Number of practices
Fully met

Fully met

Fully met

Fully met

Fully met

4

3

2

1

0

•

Number of agencies
Source GAO analysis of agency tnlonnabOll

I

GA0-16-511

Table 2 ranks the agencies first by the number of fully met practices , then
by the number of partially met practices .
Table 2: Agency Ranking by Number of Fully Met and Partially Met Practices

Agency

Number of fully
met practices

Number of partially
met practices

Number of not
met practices

Department ofDefense

4

0

0

Department of Homeland Security

4

0

0

Department of Justice

4

0

0

General Services Administration

4

0

0

Department of Education

3

1

0

Department of Health and Human Services

3
3
3

0

0

Nuclear Regulatory Comm ission

3
3

Office of Personnel Management

3

1

0

Department of Agriculture

3

1

0

Department of Commerce

3

0

1

Department of State

2

2

0

Department of the Treasury

2

2

0

Nati onal Aeronautics and Space Administration

2
2

0

Social Security Admin istration

2
2

U.S. Agency for International Deve lopment

2

2

0

DepartmentofVeterans Affairs
Environmental Protection Agency
National Science Foundation
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Agency

Number of fully
met practices

Departmentofthe Interior

2

Department of Energy

Number of partially
met practices

Number ofnot
met practices

1

1

3

0

DepartmentofHousing and Urban Development

1

3

0

Department ofTransportation

0

4

0

Department of Labor

0

3

Small Business Administration

0

3

SOLrce: GAD """ysis I GA0-16-511

The following are exam pies of how we assessed agencies against our
practices . See appendix II for a detailed assessment of all the agencies .

•

The Environmental Protection Agency fully met three practices
and partially met one. The agency fully met the first practice
because its inventory includes enterprise IT and business systems ,
with the exception of very small systems . In addition , it included
applications from all offices and regions in the organization . The
agency partially met the practice for including application attributes in
the inventory because, although it identifies the application name, and
description, component managing the applications , and the business
function associated with its applications, it does not identify the
business function for every application. Officials stated that they are
working to have this information populated for all applications . Lastly,
the agency fully met the fourth practice of regularly updating the
inventory because it has processes to update its inventory through the
agency's software life cycle management procedure and provided
evidence of the annual data call issued by the CIO to ensure that the
inventory is current.

•

The U.S. Agency for International Development fully met two
practices and partially met two. Specifically, the agency's inventory
includes business and enterprise IT systems and the inventory
includes basic application attributes. However, the agency's inventory
does not include systems from all organizational components because
officials stated that coordination and communication in the
geographically-widespread agency is difficult. In addition, the agency
has processes for updating its inventory; however, it relies on manual
processes to maintain it.

•

The Department of Transportation partially met all four practices.
While the department's inventory for the common operating
environment includes all business and enterprise IT systems and its

inventory of applications includes business systems , the inventory of
applications does not include all enterprise IT systems . Furthermore,
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both of its inventories do not include applications used by all of its
components . Specifically, the inventory does not include applications
used by the Federal Highway, Federal Railroad , and Federal Transit
Administrations , among others , and the inventory for its common
operating environment does not include applications used by the
Federal Aviation Administration. The department also partially met the
practice of including basic application attributes because, although the
department's inventory includes these attributes , its common
operating environment does not provide the business function that the
applications support. Further, while the Department of Transportation
has a process for its partners to provide information on its individual
inventories in order to update the inventory of applications, it does not
have processes in place to ensure the reliability and accuracy of the
reported information, and thus partially met this practice.
Regarding the four practices , the majority of the agencies fully met the
practices of including business systems and enterprise IT system ;
including these systems from all organizational components ; and
specifying the application name, description, owner, and business
function supported . Only five agencies fully met the practice of regularly
updating the inventory and implementing quality controls for ensuring the
reliability of the inventory data because they provided evidence of
performing both of these activities . Table 3 shows the number of agencies
who fully met, partially met, and did not meetthe practices.
Table 3: Number of Agencies that Fully Met, Partially Met, or Did Not Meetthe Practices for Establishing a Complete
Application Inventory
Includes business
and enterprise IT
systems

Includes systems from all
organizational components

Specifies basic
application attributes

Is regularly updated with
quality controls to ensure
reliability

20

16

16

5

Partiall y met

4

8

8

15

Not met

0

0

0

4

Rating
Fu lly met

Sa..rce: GAO a-ialr.;is I GA0-16-511

OMB's requirement for agencies to complete an IT asset inventory by the
end of May 2016 greatly contributed to most of the agencies including
business systems and enterprise IT systems for all of their organizational
components and specifying key attributes for them . Those agencies that
did not fully address these practices provided various reasons for not
doing so. For example, one agency stated that it has not made its
software application inventory a priority because it has been focusing on
major and high risk investments, while delegating applications to the
component level. Others noted that the lack of automated processes
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make collecting complete inventory information difficult. Further, others
noted that it is challenging to capture applications acquired by
components in the department-wide inventory.
While it is reasonable to expect that priority be given to major and high
risk investments , applications are nevertheless part of the portfolio and
should be accounted for as such. Not accounting for them may result in
missed opportunities to identify savings and efficiencies . It is also
inconsistent with OMB guidance for implementing FITARA which requires
that CIOs have increased visibility into all IT resources .
In addition , the lack of a comprehensive inventory presents a security
risk. If agencies are not aware of all of their assets , they cannot secure
them , resulting in a vulnerable posture. Given the importance of securing
federal systems and data to ensuring public confidence and the nation's
safety, prosperity, and well-being , we designated federal information
security as a government-wide high-risk area in 1997. 13 In 2003, we
expanded this area to include computerized systems supporting the
nation's critical infrastructure. In our high risk update in February 2015,
we further expanded this area to include protecting the privacy of
personal information that is collected , maintained , and shared by both
federal and nonfederal entities .

Agencies Rationalize
Some, but NotAll
Applications through
Existing Investment
Management
Processes

As previously noted, application rationalization is the process of
streamlining the portfolio to improve efficiency, reduce complexity and
redundancy, and lower the cost of ownership. It can be done in many
ways , including retiring aging and low-value applications , moderniz ing
aging and high-value applications , eliminating redundant applications ,
standardizing on common technology platform and version (as is the case
for moving to shared services) , or consolidating applications . Based on
common practices identified in technical papers from industry experts , to
effectively perform rationalization , an agency should first establish a
complete inventory of applications . It should then collect and review cost,
technical , and business value information for each application , and use
that information to make rationalization decisions. These practices are

13

GAO, High-Risk Series: An Overview, GAO/HR-97-1 (Wash ington , D.C .: Feb ru ary
1997) ; GAO, High-Risk Series: An Update , GA0-15-290 (Was hin gton, D.C.: Fe bru ary

2015).
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consistent with those used to manage investment portfolios . Therefore an
agency can achieve application rationalization through established
practices related to investment management, including budget
formulation , security, or enterprise architecture. 14
Each of the six selected agencies relied on their investment management
processes and , in some cases , supplemental processes to rationalize
their applications to varying degrees. However, five of the six agencies
acknowledged that their processes did not always allow for collecting or
reviewing the information needed to effectively rationalize all their
applications. The sixth agency, NSF, stated its processes allow it to
effectively rationalize its applications , but we found supporting
documentation to be incomplete. Only one agency, NASA, had plans to
address shortcomings . The following describes the six selected agencies'
processes for rationalizing their applications , provides rationalization
examples , identifies weaknesses and challenges , and addresses plans , if
any, the agencies have for addressing them.

•

DOD: The department uses its investment management process for
defense business systems 15 to annually review its applications .
Officials noted that the department's enterprise architecture is also
used to identify duplication and overlap among these applications. In
addition , the department has identified eight enterprise common
services for collaboration, content discovery, and content delivery it is
requiring its components to use to, among other things , improve
warfighting efficiency and reduce costs .
One example of rationalization that DOD provided resulting from its
efforts with Executive Business Information System that was replaced

14
Al1 architecture is a "blueprin t" that describes how an organization operates in term s of
business processes and technology, how it intends to operate in the future , and how it
plans to transition to the future state .

15
Pursuantto title 10 U.S.C § 2222 , a "defense business system " is an information system
that is operated by, for, or on beha lfof DOD , including any of the follow ing : a financial
system ; a financial data feeder system ; a contracting system ; a log is tics systems ; a
planning and budgeting system ; an installations management system ; a human resou rces
management system ; a training and readiness system . The term does not include a
national security system or an information system used exclus ive ly by and w ith in th e
defense commissarysystem or the exchange system or otherinstrumentalityof the
Department of Defense conducted for the morale , welfare , and recreation of membe rs of
the armed forces using non appropriated funds .
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by the Navy Enterprise Resource Planning system in a full migration
in 2014. Estimated cost savings or avoidances were estimated at
$268,000 in fiscal year 2012 and almost $200,000 per year in fiscal
years 2013 through 2015. In addition , in an effort to improve its
financial management systems, the department has efforts underway
to reduce the number of financial management systems from 327 to
120 by fiscal year 2019.
However, officials acknowledged that its processes do not address all
applications. Specifically, according to information provided by the
department, about 1,200 enterprise IT and business systems which
are associated with the Enterprise Information Environment Mission
Area are not reviewed by the department-though they are reviewed
by components-because they do not meet the definition of a defense
business system .
Officials cited several challenges with implementing systematic
rationalization efforts, including the department's organizational
structure and contractual agreements. As an example, they noted that
the Navy's Next Generation e-mail system is being procured through
a contract with a particular vendor and as such would be difficult to
consolidate with other department e-mail systems . They also noted
that the cost of collecting additional cost, technical, and business
value information, along with maintaining even more data at greater
granularity, may outweigh the benefits .
The department does not have plans at this time to further enhance its
processes to rationalize its applications . While we recognize the
challenges and costs that may be associated with systematic
rationalization efforts , the Enterprise Information Environment Mission
Area could be considered as a near-term target for rationalization
given the large number of enterprise IT and business systems
associated with it. Modifying existing processes to allow for the
collection , review , and evaluation of cost, technical, and business
information of these systems at the department level could help
identify opportunities for savings and efficiencies .
•

OHS: OHS has several processes for rationalizing applications . For
example, through its investment management process , portfolios are
regularly assessed against criteria which help identify duplication. In
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addition , the department uses its OHS Collaborative Architecture
Methodology in conjunction with its segment architectures to help
identify duplication and fragmentation , at different levels, including at
the application level. 16 The OHS IT Duplication Reduction Act of 2015
mandated the department to report on a strategy for reducing
duplicative IT systems 17 and the department used the OHS
Collaborative Architecture Methodology process to address this
mandate, including about 700 commodity IT and back-office
applications in the scope of the effort.
Further, the department recently established an Application Services
Council , chaired by its Enterprise Business Management Office.
According to its charter, the council is a cross-component and crossdisciplined leadership team responsible for developing , maintaining,
and overseeing the Enterprise Information Technology Services
Portfolio, Lifecycle Governance Model, and Roadmap. It is expected
to take a strategic approach to evaluating existing and future IT
service offerings-including software, platform , and infrastructure
services-and provide a forum to identify strategies , best practices ,
processes , and approaches for enterprise IT services , cloud
computing , and shared service challenges. For example, officials
reported the council is currently developing a standard service level
agreement template and guidance, as well as a cloud adoption
strategy. The department also reported other mechanisms related to
rationalization include its Joint Requirements Council, strategic
sourcing initiatives , IT acquisition reviews , and executive-level
portfolio reviews .
In addition , it reported that it uses its OHS Enterprise Architecture
Information Repository Technical Reference Model to track
application products and software versions- mainly consisting of
commercial off-the-shelf software. The product information is gathered
through the use of continuous network discovery scans .

16
DHS's Collaborative Architecture l'vlethodology is the department's multi-d isciplinary
analys is approach that results in recommendations formed in collaboration with leaders,
stakeholders, planners, and implementers for segment architecture planning. These
analyses support portfolio-based decisions and include functionally-based Executive
Steering Committees as the prim arydecision-making authorities for segment architecture
planning and governance .
17

Pub . L. No . 114-4 3, 129 Stat. 4 70 (Aug . 6, 2015 ).
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Examples of rationalization include the consolidation of learning
management systems and the consolidation of site services , including
help desk operations. The consolidation of learning management
systems was identified through the segment architecture process and
is expected to result in projected savings of 10 to 20 percent in fiscal
year 2016 after transition costs are addressed . The modernization of
the department's help desk and on-site operations resulted in savings
that cumulatively accrued to $202 million by fiscal year 2015 due to
similar efforts among all department components.
However, DHS's processes do not address all applications because,
while the components may carry out their own rationalization efforts ,
the department does not always collect the application-level cost,
technical , or business information for applications used by its
components . Specifically, officials reported challenges tracking
product level information for deployed applications and difficulty
gaining visibility into all the supporting application products for large
systems . Officials particularly noted they have been challenged to
collect such information and cited a general lack of visibility into the
components' budget and their spending. They also noted it was not
clear whether there was a good return on investment for the
resources needed to collect additional technical, cost, and business
value data for systematic application rationalization efforts . Officials
reported the department had a financial systems modernization effort
underway which would provide greater visibility into components '
spending but they did not have a plan to address the collection and
review of technical and business value information.
While we recognize that collecting additional details on all applications
may not be cost-beneficial, the department could consider taking a
segmented approach and initially identify one high-cost function it is
currently not collecting or reviewing detailed cost, technical , and
business information for across the department. It could then modify
existing processes to collect and review this information. These
actions would assist the C 10 in gaining visibility into all IT resources
as specified in the OMB implementation guidance for FITARA and
also help identify additional opportunities for savings and efficiencies .
•

N~A: NASA uses its current investment management process-the
Capital Planning and Investment Control process-and its

configuration management tools- to review its applications .
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NASA reported examples of rationalization resulting in significant
savings according to NASA officials . These included the NASA.gov
Portal Cloud Transition which resulted in estimated savings of $4
million and the Enterprise Business Portal Transition/Consolidation
which resulted in estimated savings of about $184,000 per year.
However, NASA officials acknowledged that their current processes
do not provide the level of detail needed to effectively rationalize the
agency's applications .
In terms of challenges to rationalizing applications , officials stated that
it is difficult to obtain transparency on all applications since each of
the agency's centers runs independently. In addition, officials stated
that determining application business value is currently subjective to
users because the agency's process for obtaining this information is
to ask the application owner the impact on the agency if the
application did not exist, whereas application technical health
information is more concrete. Furthermore, NASA officials stated that
there is no systematic process to review applications facing end-of-life
issues due to flat budgets and budget cuts .
NASA has developed a plan for a supplemental process (the annual
capital investment review process) that is to allow the agency to,
among other things , collect detailed data about its applications . The
agency has begun to implement the plan and has completed the first
milestone of the process , which included conducting a data call to
gather and validate application information provided by the various
centers and agency stakeholders . At the time of our review , NASA
had also performed an initial review and analysis of the information
collected and identified optimization opportunities , including
developing a plan to consolidate, decommission, or invest to achieve
maxim um cost efficiencies and process effectiveness across the
application program . Fully implementing the annual capital investment
review process could better position the agency to identify additional
opportunities for savings and efficiencies .

•

Interior: As part of its budget formulation process , Interior performs
rationalization through annual reviews of its portfolio of investments
(and supporting applications) against criteria which measure bus iness
value and technical fit.
Reported examples of application rationalization include Interior's
cloud e-mail and collaboration services initiative, which consolidated
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14 disparate systems into a single enterprise system and achieved a
cost savings/avoidance of $13.56 mill ion, and the consolidation of the
Enterprise eArchive System with the eMail Electronic Records and
Document Management System which resulted in cost
savings/avoidance of $6.1 million.
However, the department reported that its portfolio review process is
not standardized because it has not been fully defined or established
in policy. In addition , it has only been used at the department level,
not at the bureaus or offices , and there is a lack of confidence in the
data that is collected to support the analyses . In comments on a draft
of this report, the department noted that it has also yet to document a
plan to implement policy associated with these efforts which they
believe would establish a standard analytical technique for
rationalizing the investment portfolio. Such a plan would also help
secure the commitment needed to carry out planned efforts .
The department reported several challenges to rationalizing its
applications , including (1) ensuring the quality and accuracy of data
collected since it relies largely on manual processes for collecting
information and (2) the lack of standard portfolio evaluation
techniques to support information resource management decisionmaking across the department.
The department has efforts underway which should help address
these challenges. Specifically, it is making changes to its information
resource management governance. According to the department,
these changes , combined with efforts to implement the CIO
responsibilities specified in FITARA, should help to address the
challenges to rationalizing its applications and allow for rationalization
of all applications . However, while the department has defined and
begun to implement criteria to assess whether or not an investment
and its underlying applications are wasteful , low-value, or duplicative,
it has not documented its plan for improving its governance-which,
according the department, would support application rationalization .
Such a plan would help secure the commitment needed to carry out
planned efforts .

•

Labor: Similar to the other agencies , the department uses its
investment management process to review the majority of its business
and enterprise IT applications . In addition , officials stated that the
department initiated an enterprise-wide budget formulation and
Information Technology Acquisition Review Board approval function
beginning in fiscal year 2013 which has helped with rationalization .
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Officials stated that their efforts have resulted in rationalization of
· commodity applications and on a case-by-case basis the
rationalization of other applications , such as for a case management
platform and an acquisition management system . Additional examples
of application rationalization include the deployment of a web-based
conferencing and collaboration shared service to employees which
resulted in cost avoidance of travel costs of about $2.3 million. The
department also noted benefits of moving to a cloud e-mail solution ,
such as saved time and increased user satisfaction .
However, officials identified weaknesses and challenges with
rationalizing their applications . Specifically, they reported that, in most
cases , IT investments are associated with a group of IT assets ,
including applications , and individual application information is
therefore not reviewed , making it difficult to effectively rationalize. In
addition, officials stated that the fact that each bureau-level agency
has had authority and responsibility for managing its own applications
and that the department has over 600 locations present challenges .
Further, though senior officials including the CIO , agreed with the
benefits of rationalization, they did not have any plans to rationalize.
They questioned the value of developing such plans stating that (1)
maintaining mission critical applications and the department's aging
infrastructure are current priorities and (2) funding may not be
available to implement rationalization plans. While we agree that
mission critical applications should be given priority, rationalizing
mission support applications , including enterprise IT and business
systems , could result in solutions which allow agencies to focus more
on mission capabilities and at the same time generate savings which
could be reinvested . As we noted for OHS , the department could
consider taking a segmented approach to further rationalize and
identify a function for which it could modify existing processes to
collect and review detailed application cost, technical , and business
value information.

•

NSF: NSF also uses its investment management processes and
supporting budget formulation process-with key stakeholders such
as the Executive IT Resources Board, Capital Planning and
Investment Control Working Group, and Enterprise Architecture
Working Group-to collect and review information for its investments.
In addition , NSF's Enterprise Modernization Roadmap-which is
updated annually- identifies applications along with their associated
business segment and modernization status and plans .
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NSF identified its e-mail migration to a new platform , which was
completed in July 2013, as an example of an application
rationalization effort with the highest savings. According to the
agency's November 2015 integrated data collection submission to
OMB , the migration effort resulted in cost avoidances of $60,000 in
2014. Other examples of application rationalization include
modernization and consolidation of NSF's grant systems , the 2014
retirement of the financial functions of a legacy system, and the
implementation of its financial system modernization initiative.
However, while officials told us that evaluations for all applications
meeting the scope of our review would be included in the roadmap,
we only identified half of the applications (9 out of 18). In addition,
cost information was only provided in the roadmap for three individual
applications .
NSF officials told us that because they are a relatively small agency
with a single mission in a single location, many of their processes are
handled informally and not thoroughly documented but they are able
to discuss all the applications with each other on a regular basis and
as a result there is no duplication. Nevertheless , consistently
documenting the evaluations and costs for all applications in the
roadmap would improve transparency.

Conclusions

While it is encouraging that 13 of the 24 CFO Act agencies fully met at
least three of the four practices for establishing a complete software
application inventory, most could improve their software applications
inventories-albeit to varying degrees-by taking steps to fully meet the
practices we identified as being either partially met or not met. Doing so
would better position them to identify opportunities to rationalize their
applications , which could lead to savings and efficiencies. In addition ,
they would be better positioned to comply with OMB issued
implementation guidance for the recent IT acquisition reform law which
requires that CIOs have increased visibility into all IT resources and
ensure they are effectively securing their IT assets .
Six selected agencies used their investment management processes and
sometimes supplemental processes to rationalize their applications . Of
the six agencies , one-NSF-had processes that allowed it to rationalize
all applications, though the supporting documentation was not always
complete. In addition , while the remaining five agencies' processes did
not allow for rationalizing all applications , only one-NASA-had plans to
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address identified weaknesses . While these agencies all had examples of
rationalization resulting in savings and efficiencies , modifying their
existing processes to more completely address their applications would
help identify additional opportunities to achieve such savings and
efficiencies , which even small, would add up across agencies and over
time.

Recommendations for
Executive Action

To improve federal agencies' efforts to rationalize their portfolio of
applications , we are recommending that:
•

the heads of the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, Education ,
Energy, Health and Human Services , Housing and Urban
Development, the Interior, Labor, State, Transportation , the Treasury,
and Veterans Affairs ; and heads of the Environmental Protection
Agency; National Aeronautics and Space Administration; National
Science Foundation ; Nuclear Regulatory Commission ; Office of
Personnel Management; Small Business Administration; Social
Security Administration; and U.S. Agency for International
Development direct their C IOs and other responsible officials to
improve their inventories by taking steps to fully address the practices
we identified as being partially met or not met; and

•

the Secretaries of Defense, Homeland Security, the Interior, and
Labor; and the Director of the National Science Foundation to direct
the CIOs and other responsible officials to modify existing investment
management processes to address applications more completely.
Specifically,
•

the Secretary of Defense should direct the responsible official to
modify the department's existing processes to collect and review
cost, technical, and business information for the enterprise and
business IT systems within the Enterprise Information
Environment Mission Area applications which are currently not
reviewed as part of the department's process for business
systems ;

•

the Secretary of Homeland Security should direct the
department's CIO to identify one high-cost function it could collect
detailed cost, technical , and business information for and modify
existing processes to collect and review this information;

•

the Secretary of the Interior should direct the department's CIO to
document and implement a plan for establishing policy that would
define a standard analytical technique for rationalizing the
investment portfolio;
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Agency Comments
and Our Evaluation

•

the Secretary of Labor should direct the department's CIO to
consider a segmented approach to further rationalize and identify
a function for which it would modify existing processes to collect
and review application-specific cost, technical, and business value
information; and

•

the Director of the National Science Foundation should direct the
CIO to consistently document evaluations for all applications and
report cost information for them in the roadmap or other
documentation.

We provided a draft of this report to the 24 CFO Act agencies in our
review for comment and received responses from all 24. Of the 24, 17
agreed with the recommendations directed to them; one (the Department
of Defense) disagreed with the recommendations directed to it; five {the
Department of the Treasury, the National Science Foundation, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, the Small Business Administration , and
the and U.S. Agency for International Development) stated that they had
no comments; and one (the Department of Justice) agreed with the
assessment and conclusion for three of the four practices associated with
establishing a complete software application inventory and provided
clarifying information on the two other practices. Several agencies also
provided technical comments, which we incorporated as appropriate. The
agencies' comments and our responses are summarized below.
•

In e-mail comments , the Department of Agriculture's Senior Advisor
for Oversight and Compliance Enterprise Management stated that the
department concurred with our recommendation. The department also
provided technical comments which we incorporated as appropriate.
As a result of these comments and additional documentation
provided, we changed our evaluation of the practice associated with
updating the software application inventory from not met to partially
met.

•

In written comments, the Department of Commerce concurred with
our recommendation and stated that the department is committed to
implementing a more efficient process by regularly updating its
application inventory to ensure the reliability of the data collected . The
department also specified actions it plans to take to provide regular
updates of its inventory. The department's comments are reprinted in
appendix Ill.
In written comments, the Department of Defense disagreed with both

of our recommendations to the department. For the first
recommendation , the department provided evidence showing that it
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updated its inventory subsequent to us sending the report for
comment. As a result, we changed the rating for the related practice
from partially met to fully met and removed the associated
recommendation.
For the second recommendation, the department stated that 53
percent of the inventory records for the Enterprise Information
Environment Mission Area we focused on were IT infrastructure
assets (specifically network enclaves or circuits) and not applications
subject to rationalization. The mission area nevertheless includes
enterprise and business IT applications which could benefit from
rationalization , as evidenced by the example of e-mail system
consolidation provided in the comments . Given the number of
systems involved (at least 1,200) , collecting and reviewing cost,
technical , and business information for them would help identify
additional rationalization opportunities which could yield savings and
efficiencies . We therefore believe a recommendation to address these
systems is still warranted.
The department also stated that our draft implied that major IT
infrastructure modernization efforts , many of which involve the
Enterprise Information Environment Mission Area, were not reviewed
or properly managed by the department. However, as noted in our
report, we did not include IT infrastructure assets in the scope of our
review and therefore made no comment on how these assets are
being managed . We have restated our emphasis on enterprise and
business IT systems as it relates to the mission area where
appropriate.
Finally, in its comments the department stated that our report ignored
significant Enterprise Information Environment Mission Area
application rationalization efforts , such as the Pentagon IT
consolidation under the Joint Service Provider, the Business Process
and System Review, and ongoing efforts concerning public-facing
websites and associated systems . While we were not informed of
these efforts during our review, our intent was to highlight additional
opportunities for rationalization, not discount any that might have
already been implemented. The department also provided technical
comments , which we incorporated into the report as appropriate. The
department's comments are reprinted in appendix IV.
•

In written comments , the Department of Education concurred with our
recommendation and described actions it plans to take to address it.
The department's comments are reprinted in appendix V.
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•

In written comments, the Department of Energy concurred with our
recommendation . In addition, the department stated that it partially
met the four practices associated with establishing a complete
software application inventory and provided the IT Asset Inventory it
submitted to OMB in May 2016 and other documentation supporting
this claim . Our review of the documentation found that the inventory
includes business and enterprise IT systems; however, it does not
include those systems from all organizational components and it is
missing the business function code for a large number of systems .
Furthermore, while the department is updating the IT Asset inventory
in response to OMB guidance for the fiscal year 2016 integrated data
collection submission process , it has not implemented quality control
processes to ensure the reliability of the data within the inventory. As
a result, we changed the department's rating for the practice
associated with including business and enterprise IT systems from not
met to fully met and from not met to partially metfor the remaining
three practices. We modified sections of the report specific to the
department accordingly. The department's comments are reprinted in
appendix VI.

•

In written comments , the Department of Health and Human Services
concurred with our recommendation and stated that that it would
review the feasibility of fully addressing the practices it partially met.
The department's comments are reprinted in appendix VII.

•

In written comments , the Department of Homeland Security concurred
with our recommendation and described actions it plans to take to
implement it. The department's comments are reprinted in appendix
VIII.

•

In written comments , the Department of Housing and Urban
Development concurred with our recommendation and stated that
more definitive information with timelines will be provided once the
final report has been issued. The department's comments are
reprinted in appendix IX.

•

In written comments , the Department of the Interior stated that it
would agree with the recommendations if we made its requested
changes. However, we disagreed with the request to change the
rating for the practice associated with regularly updating the inventory
from not met to partially met because, while the department provided
evidence supporting its claim that it recently updated its inventory, the
evidence was not sufficient. Specifically, the department provided an
e-m ail requesting the bureaus and offices to complete an inve ntory

survey. However, the department did not show how the survey
resulted in updates to the inventory. We incorporated the remaining
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requested changes in the report as appropriate. The department's
comments are reprinted in appendix X.
•

In written comments , the Department of Justice stated that it
concurred with our assessment and conclusions. The department also
provided clarifying information regarding its procedures to ensure
application inventory accuracy and provided documentation showing
that it updates the inventory and implements quality controls to ensure
its reliability. As a result, we changed the rating for the related practice
from partially met to fully met and removed the recommendation made
to the department. The department's comments are reprinted in
appendix XI.

•

In written comments, the Department of Labor concurred with our
recommendations to the department and stated that it would take the
necessary steps to address the recommendations. The department's
comments are reprinted in appendix XII.

•

In written comments, the Department of State concurred with our
recommendation to the department, and described current and
planned actions to fully address it. The department's comments are
reprinted in appendix XIII.

•

In e-mail comments , the Department of Transportation's Audit Liaison
stated that the department concurred with our findings and
recommendation.

•

In e-mail comments , the Department of the Treasury's Audit Liaison
stated that the department did not have any comments .

•

In written comments , the Department of Veterans Affairs concurred
with our conclusions and recommendation . The department also
provided information on the actions it plans to take to address the
recommendation . The department's comments are reprinted in
appendix XIV.

•

In written comments , the Environmental Protection Agency generally
agreed with our recommendation. The agency also asked that we
include some of the language from the detailed evaluation in appendix
II of the report to the example we have in the body to provide the full
context of its practices. We added the language as requested. The
agency's comments are reprinted in appendix XV.

•

In e-mail comments , the General Services Administration's Associate
CIO of Enterprise Planning and Governance concurred with the
report. The agency also provided evidence of its processes to update
the inventory and ensure the reliability of the data in the inventory,
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including the coordination between its Enterprise Architecture T earn
and subject matter experts . As a result, we changed the agency's
rating for the related practice from partially met to fully met and
removed our recommendation to the agency.
•

In written comments , the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration concurred with our recommendation and stated that it
would utilize the capital investment review process it is currently
implementing to improve its inventory. The agency's comments are
reprinted in appendix XVI.

•

In e-mail comments , the National Science Foundation Office of
Integrated Activities ' Program Analyst stated that it had no comments
on the draft report.

•

In written comments, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission stated that
it is in general agreement with the report. The agency's comments are
reprinted in appendix XVII.

•

In written comments , the Office of Personnel Management concurred
with our recommendation and described plans to fully address it. The
agency's comments are reprinted in appendix XVIII.

•

In e-mail comments , the Small Business Administration Office of
Congressional and Legislative Affairs ' Program Manager stated that
the Office of the Chief Information Officer believes the report captures
its current posture.

•

In written comments, the Social Security Administration agreed with
our recommendation to the agency, but disagreed with the partially
met rating for regularly updating the inventory, including implementing
quality controls , stating that it had provided evidence supporting its
implementation of the practice. However, as noted in the report, the
Social Security Administration reported that its systems development
lifecycle contains steps for maintaining the inventory but did not
provide evidence showing that it is using this process to regularly
update the inventory. Therefore we did not change our rating . The
agency's comments are reprinted in appendix XIX.

•

In an e-mail , the U.S. Agency for International Development Audit,
Performance and Compliance Division's Management Analyst stated
that the agency did not have any comments .
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We are sending copies of this report to interested congress ional
committees ; the heads of the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce,
Defense, Education, Energy, Health and Human Services , Homeland
Security, Housing and Urban Development, the Interior, Justice, Labor,
State, Transportation , the Treasury, and Veterans Affairs ; the
Environmental Protection Agency; the General Services Administration ;
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration ; the National Science
Foundation ; the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ; the Office of Personnel
Management; the Small Business Administration ; the Social Security
Administration ; the U.S. Agency for International Development; the
Director of the Office of Management and Budget; and other interested
parties . This report will also be available at no charge on our website at
http://www.gao.gov.
If you or your staff have any questions on matters discussed in this report,
please contact me at (202) 512-9286 or pownerd@gao.gov. Contact
points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may
be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made major
contributions to this report are listed in appendix Ill.

David A. Pawner
Director
Information Technology Management Issues
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Appendix I: Objectives, Scope, and
Methodology
Our objectives were to determine (1) whether agencies have established
complete application inventories and (2) to what extent selected agencies
have developed and implemented processes for rationalizing their
portfolio of applications.
For the first objective, we reviewed the 24 major agencies covered by the
Chief Financial Officers (CFO) Act of 1990. 1 To ensure consistency, we
decided to focus on the software applications associated with the
business and enterprise information technology (IT) commodity IT
categories defined in the Office of Management and Budget (OMS)
guidance since they would be familiar to the agencies in our scope. 2 OMS
defines enterprise IT systems as e-mail , identity and access
management, IT security, web infrastructure, and collaboration tools ; and
business systems as finance, human resources, and other administrative
functions . 3
We then identified practices to assess whether agencies had a complete
software application inventory. To identify these practices , we primarily
relied on our guide for assessing the reliability of computer-processed
data which addresses questions about the currency of the data and how
often it is updated, procedures for ensuring the completeness of the data,
and quality control processes in place to ensure the accuracy of the data;
and on criteria used in our recent report on federal software licenses
which determined whether agencies had a comprehensive software

1

The 24 majorfederal agencies covered by the ChiefFinancial Officers Act of 1990 are
the Departments of Agriculture , Commerce , Defense , Education , Energy, Health and
Human Services , Homeland Security, Housing and Urban Development, the Interior,
Justice, Labor, State , Transportation , the Treasury, and Veterans Affairs ; Environmenta l
Protection Agency; General Services Administration ; National Aeronautics and Space
Administration ; National Science Foundation; Nuclear RegulatoryCommission ; Office of
Personnel Management; Small Business Administration ; Social Security Adm inistration;
and U.S. Agency for International Development.
2

0MB , Chieflnformation Officer Authorities, M-11-29 (Washington , D.C.: Aug . 8, 201 1).

3
0MB also defined a third commodity IT category-infrastructure-butwe excluded it from
our scope because it is primarilymade up of hardware assets. In addition , wh ile
com moditylT assets represent a range of applications, systems , and investments, we
us ed the te rm appl ication to add ress th em all.
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license inventory, among other things. 4 To be considered complete, we
determined an inventory should :
•

include business systems and enterprise IT systems , as defined by
OMB;

•

include these systems from all organizational components ;

•

specify basic attributes, namely, application name, description, owner,
and function supported; and be regularly updated with quality controls
in place to ensure the reliability of the information collected .

Following the identification of these four practices , we asked the 24 CFO
Act agencies for their software application inventories. We used a set of
structured questions to determine whether the agencies implemented the
practices and identify lessons learned and challenges faced in
establishing a complete software application inventory. We analyzed
supporting documentation, such as agency and departmental guidance,
policies, and procedures for updating the inventories, and interviewed
relevant agency officials , as needed . We compared the information
received to the four practices. We determined a practice to be fully met if
agencies provided evidence that they fully or largely implemented the
practice for establishing a complete application inventory; partially met if
agencies provided evidence that they addressed some, but not all, of the
practice for establishing a complete application inventory; and not met if
the agencies did not provide any evidence that they implemented the
practice for establishing a complete application inventory.
To verify the inclusion of business and enterprise IT systems , we
analyzed agencies' inventories and looked for examples of each type of
system identified by OMB in the business and enterprise IT commodity
categories . We followed up with agencies when we were not able to
identify a type of system to determine the reason for the omission . We
considered the practice to be fully met if agencies ' inventories included all
of the business and enterprise IT system types or if agencies provided
valid reasons for excluding them. We considered the practice to be
partially met if agencies acknowledged they were missing applications or
if we determined system types to be missing and agencies did not provide

4

GAO, Federal Software Licenses: Better Management Needed to Achieve Significant
Sa vingsGovernment-wide,GA0-14-413 (Washington , D .C.: May 22 , 2014 ).
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a valid reason for this . Although we followed up with agencies to
determine whether they maintained separate inventories of software
licenses when they were not included in the inventories provided , we did
not consider the inclusion of these applications in determining our rating
because software licenses are expected to be tracked separately by
OMB.
To verify the inclusion of systems from all organizational components , we
analyzed agencies' inventories against the list of organizational
components to determine whether they were included. We followed up
with agency officials to determine causes , if any, for missing components .
We considered the practice to be fully met if inventories included
applications from all organizational components or if agencies provided
valid reasons for excluding them . We considered the practice to be
partially met if agencies acknowledged they were missing organizational
components or if we determined several components to be missing and
agencies did not provide a valid reason for this .
Regarding application attributes , we determined that, at a minimum ,
agencies should have a name, a description, an owner, and function
supported for each application. We considered the practice to be fully met
if inventories included these attributes for all or most applications or the
agencies provided evidence that attributes not included in the inventory
provided were being tracked separately. We determined the practice to
be partially met if agencies acknowledged that they were missing any of
the attributes or if we determined them to be missing from the inventory
and agencies did not provide alternate sources for them .
For the last practice, we determined whether agencies (1) used relevant
methods to update and maintain the application inventory and (2)
implemented controls to ensure the reliability of the information collected .
Regarding these controls , we looked for the use of automated tools to
collect and track information as their use increases reliability. We
determined the practice to be fully met if agencies provided evidence that
they regularly updated the inventory and had controls for ensuring the
reliability of information collected , including the use of automated tools , or
if agencies had mitigating factors when these processes were not in
place. We determined the practice to be partially implemented when
agencies provided policies and procedures but no evidence of actual
inventory updates or quality controls. We also determined the practice to
be partially implemented if agencies provided evidence of either regular

updates or controls for ensuring reliability but not both or did not make
use of automated tools for collecting or maintaining information and had
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no mitigation factors. Finally, we also determined the practice to be
partially implemented if agencies provided draft policy and guidance of
their processes .
For our second objective, we selected 6 of the 24 CFO Act agencies-the
Departments of Defense, Homeland Security, the Interior, and Labor; and
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and National Science
Foundation-to assess their application rationalization plans and efforts
to implement them . We selected the agencies based on three factors:
•

whether they had an application rationalization process ; in our initial
set of structured questions to agencies , we asked whether they had a
plan or process for rationalizing applications and selected those that
reported having one;

•

the size of the agency based on fiscal year 2015 IT spending ; we
selected two large agencies (i.e., with spending equal to or greater
than $3 billion), two medium agencies (i.e., with spending between $1
billion and $3 billion), and two small agencies (i.e., with spending of
less than $1 billion) for a full range of IT spending; and

•

if they were known for effectively rationalizing their applications based
on OMB observations and our research on IT acquisition reform
recognizing agencies for their application rationalization efforts .

We identified key practices for effectively rationalizing applications . To do
so, we reviewed OMB guidance 5 on federal IT management. We also
reviewed technical reports on application rationalization from industry
experts. We synthesized the information collected , looked for themes ,
and determined that, to effectively rationalize applications , agencies
should have a process addressing the following four key practices :
•

establish an application inventory;

•

collect information on each application, such as total cost, technical
details , and business value;

5

0MB , Memorandum for Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies: Fiscal Year
2013 Portfolio Stat Guidance : Strengthening Federal IT Portfolio Managemen t, M-13-09
(Wash ington , D.C .: Mar. 27 , 2013 ); and Memorandum forHeadsofExecutive
Departments and Agencies: Management and Oversight of Federal Information
Te chnology, M-15-14 (Washington , D.C .: June 10, 2015 ).
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•

evaluate the portfolio and make application rationalization decisions
based on a review of collected information and determine what
applications to retain, retire, replace, eliminate, modernize, or
consolidate/move to shared services; and

•

execute and manage the process by implementing decisions from the
evaluation and evaluate process outcomes against defined metrics
and adjust, as needed.

While our research identified specific processes for rationalizing
applications , the principles of collecting application information and
reviewing it to inform decision making are consistent with those used to
manage investment portfolios. Therefore we considered established
practices related to investment management, budget formulation ,
security, or enterprise architecture. 6
Since the first key practice was addressed in our first objective, we
focused on the last three practices . To do so, we interviewed relevant
officials using a structured set of questions that were developed in
conjunction with internal experts. We also reviewed documentation to
determine the extent to which agencies had processes addressing these
practices . We also asked agencies to provide their two best examples of
application rationalization in terms of savings or cost avoidance-to
illustrate the results of rationalization . When agencies did not provide two
examples meeting these conditions-the case for DOD , OHS , and NSFwe drew examples from other documentation they had provided .
Finally, we interviewed staff from OMB's Office of the Federal Chief
Information Officer to determine whether and how the office monitors
agencies' efforts to rationalize their portfolio of applications as
recommended in OMB guidance. 7 We also interviewed the staff to
determine the impetus for the IT asset data inventory guidance and the
planned used for the information collected .

6

All arch itecture is a "blueprint" that describes how an organization operates in terms of
business processes and technology, how it intends to operate in the future , and how it
plans to transition to the future state .

7

0MB M-13-09 .
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We conducted this performance audit from May 2015 to September 2016
in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards .
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives . We believe that
the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives .
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The following tables provide our evaluation of the 24 agencies' application
inventories.
Table 4: Department of Agriculture
Rating

Practice

Includes business and enterprise IT systems
Includes these systems from all organizational
components
Specifies basic application attributes
Agency regularly updates the application inventory

SOt.rce: GAO anal)'3iS

ct agercy

•
•
•
()

Explanation

The department provided its fiscal year 2016 IT Asset Inventory
that includes enterprise IT and business systems .
The inventory includes enterprise IT and business systems from
all organizational components.
The inventory includes application name, owner, description, and
business function.
The department updated its IT AS set Inventory to coincide with
OMB's integrated data collection submission process . The
department provided emails requiring it components to respond1D
a data call that informed the update to the IT Asset Inventory for
its final submission to OMB in May 2016 . The department is
expected to regularly reconcile and verify the data in its
Enterprise Architecture Repository, which maintains the IT Asset
Inventory, against data in the Cyber Security Administration and
Management system to ensure the data within the repos itory is
accurate , and officials provided exam pies of memoranda to
com ponentChief Information Officers addressing this
reconciliation . However, officials stated that the department has
not completed the reconciliation process for the IT Asset
Inventory since itwas moved to the Enterprise Architecture
Repository. In addition , department officials stated that they have
initiatives in place to improve the department's IT Asset Inventory,
including conducting crosswalks of the data in the IT Asset
Inventory, Cyber Security Administration and Management
system , and Capital Planning and Investment Control inventories .

docurentation. I GA0-16-511

Table 5: Department of Commerce
Practice

Rating

Includes business and enterprise IT systems
Includes these systems from all organizational
components
Specifies basic application attributes
Agency regularly updates the application inventory

Scxxce: GAO anal)'3iS

ct agercy

•
•
•
0

Explanation

The department provided its fiscal year 2016 IT Asset Inventory
that includes enterprise IT and business systems .
The inventory includes enterprise IT and business systems from
all organizational components.
The department's inventory includes application name , owner,
description , and business function.
The department did not provide any evidence of a process to
regularly update its inventory or quality controls to ensure the
reliabilityofthe data collected .

docurentation. I GA0-16-511
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Table 6: Department of Defense (DOD)
Rating

Practice
Includes business and enterprise IT systems

Includes these systems from all organizational
components

•

•

Specifies basic application attributes

•

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

•

Explanation
The department has a DOD IT Portfolio Repositorywhich
includes the department's business systems ."Two of the
repository's mission areas-the enterprise information
environmentarea and the business mission area-include the
business and enterprise IT systems in the scope of our review .
The inventory includes enterprise IT and business systems from
all DOD 's organizational components .
The inventory includes system name , owner, description , and
business function .
The inventory 1s expected to be updated on a real-time basis
and during annual reviews of business systems and DOD
officials provided evidence of DOD officials provided an
exam pie of a system update as supporting evidence .
Department officials also stated thatdata quality reviews are
performed on its inventory. To supportthis , they provided
evidence of validations of the system update example and an
investment decision memo showing that investments are
reviewed before they are certified . The department also
provided metrics related to other data quality reviews that it
performs . For exam pie , in 2014, officials identified 178
systems that were potentially categorized in the enterprise
information environment mission area instead of business
mission area .

SOU"ce: GAO anal)SiS ci ag ency docUTiertati on. I GA0- 16-511

"Pursuant to title 10 section 2222, a "defense business system" is and information system that is
operated by , for, or on behalf of 000, including any of the following : a financial system; a financial
data feeder system; a contracting system; a logistics systems ; a planning and budgeting system; an
installations management system; a human resources management system; a training and readiness
system The term does not include a national security system or an information system used
exclusively by and within the defense corrmssary system or the exchange system or other
instrumentality of the Department of Defense conducted for the morale, welfare, and recreation of
members of the armed forces using nonappropriated funds .
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Table 7: Department of Education
Rating

Practice

Includes business and enterprise IT systems

Includes these systems from all organizational
components

•
•

Specifies basic application attributes

•

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

()

SOU'ce: GAO aiays1s r:i agency docurertatJon

Explanation

The Department of Education provided its IT A5setlnventory
which officials stated was created in response to the Office of
Managementand Budget's request to establish one . The
inventory includes business and enterprise ITsystems .
The department's IT inventory includes systems associated with
all organizational components, with the exception of the Office
of Legislative and Congressional Affairs , International Affairs
Office , and Office of Education Technology, which , according to
agency officials , use shared services and enterprise IT and do
not own any IT systems .
The department's IT inventory specifies the name , description ,
owner and executive sponsor, and business function code
associated with the systems.
Department officials stated that they have not established policy
for updating the IT A5set Inventory; however, they plan to
publish inventorym aintenance procedures specific to the Cyber
Security A5setManagementSystem , which the department
plans to merge the inventory into by December 2016 . In regards
to quality control processes , officials stated that it is assumed
that all identified systems have an authorization to operate
because they would not be considered an official system
without it. However, there is no policy explicitly stating this .
Officials stated that they will work with the department's
Information A5surance team to document the operating
assumption for the systems inventory.

I GA0-16-511

Table 8: Department of Energy
Rating Explanation

Practice

Includes business and enterprise IT systems

•

The department's IT A5set Inventory includes business and
enterprise IT systems .

Includes these systems from all organizational
components

()

The inventory does not include systems associated with all
organizational components. Department officials stated thatthe
inventory is not representative of the entire department.

Specifies basic application attributes

()

The department's IT A5setlnventory includes system name ,
description, owner and executive sponsorcontactinformation ,
and identifies the business function code for some , but not all , of
the systems listed in the inventory.
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()

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

SO<.rce: GAO analysis

The department updated its IT Asset Inventory in conjunction with
OMB's integrated data collection submission for fiscal year 2016
and conducted a data call requesting that program offices submit
their inventories in supportofthis update . In regards to quality
controls to ensure the reliabil ity of the inventory, department
officials stated that they plan to use governance boards to re view
and validate the information included in the IT Asset Inventory, as
they have done in years past. Officials also stated that they are
working tom ake the inventory more comprehensive and
accurate .

ci ag=y doccmentation I GA0-16-511

Table 9: Department of Health and Human Services
Rating

Practice

Includes business and enterprise ITsystems
Includes these systems from all organ izational
components
Specifies basic application attributes
Agency regu larly updates the application inventory

So.rce: GAO analysis

•
•
•
()

Explanation

The department provided its fiscal year 2016 IT Asset Inventory
that includes enterprise IT and business systems .
The inventory includes enterprise IT and business systems from
all organizational components.
The inventory includes system name , description , owner, and
business function .
The department provided its policies and guidelines establ ishing
requirements for systems to be entered into the inventory.
However, it did not provide any evidence showing that it has
implemented them . In addition , the departmentdid notprovide
any evidence that it has implemented quality control processes
to ensure the reliab ility of the data in the inventory.

ci age1Cy doccmentation. I GA0-16-511

Table 10: Department of Homeland Security (OHS)
Practice

Rating

Includes business and enterprise IT systems
Includes these systems from all organizational
components
Specifies basic application attributes
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The department provided an inventory that includes enterp ri se
IT and businesssystems .
The inventory contains enterprise IT and business systems furn
the DH S's organizational components.
The inventory contains application name, description , business
function , and owner.
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Rating

Practice

•

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

Explanation

The inventory is updated through routine change management
and an annual refresh , and both of these activities are expected
to be performed by the Inventory ManagementTeam as part of
the FISMA compliance process. For the change management
activity, components are required to submit change requests to
the Inventory ManagementTeam when there is a change in
systems ' status. The department provided change control forms
as evidence that it regularly updates the inventory using this
process . Forthe annual refresh process, the department
reported that the Inventory ManagementTeam works with the
components to identify errors or omissions in the inventory and
tom ake the changes and provided evidence of a refresh
performed in 2016 . OHS also has quality control processes for
ensuring the reliabilityofthe data in the inventory. In addition to
the annual refresh mentioned earlier, they include the process
for discovering hidden applications for which OHS provided a
Software Approval Report. According to the department, this
process entails com paring software associated with devices to
the software in the inventory to ensure it is approved and
resolving cases where components are using "prohibited" or
"not approved " software .

Saree: GAO a-By.;is cJ agency docurrentation. I GA0-15-511

Table 11: Department of Housing and Urban Development
Practice

Rating

Includes business and enterprise IT systems

•

Includes these systems from all organizational
components

()

Specifies basic application attributes

()

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

()

Explanation

The department provided its Inventory of Automated Systems
which includes enterprise IT and business systems in its
managed service environment.
While the department's inventory includes enterprise IT and
business systems, it does not include all systems from its
local offices.
The inventory includes application name, owner, and
description ; however, it does not include business function .
The department provided its IT security policy, inventory user
guide , and a description of past validations as support that it
regularly updates its inventory. Nevertheless , the department
did not provide any artifacts to corroborate that it actua lly
regularly updates its inventory. Furthermore , it reported that it
does not currently have in place any qual ity assurance
processes to ensure the reliabilityof the data in the inventory.

Source: GAfJ anay.;is cJ agency docurrentation. I GA0-15-511
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Table 12: Department of the Interior (Interior)
Rating

Practice

Includes business and enterprise IT systems

Includes these systems from all organizational
components

{)

•

Specifies basic application attributes

•

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

0

Explanation

Interior provided a spreadsheet of its applications associated
with IT investments in them ission delivery and management
supportarea . Department officials stated thatthe inventory
likely does not include all applications supporting business
functions . In addition , it does not include enterprise IT
systems .
The inventory contains business systems from all
organizational components.
Interior's inventory includes system name, description ,
function , and business sponsor.
The department stated that it reviews the inventory data on at
least an annual basis . However, officials said it is reliant on
manual data collection and lacks robust automated tools to
manage and analyze the data . Officials also reported that the
department updated its inventory through its annual inventory
update process subsequentto a February 2016 meeting that
was held with its organizational components to discuss the
future collection of application information . However, while
they provided evidence of the meeting , they did not provide
evidence of updates to the inventory or quality control
processes to ensure its reliability.

Saree: GAO <naly.;is rJ agency docurertation. I GA0-15-511

Table 13: Department of Justice
Rating

Practice

Explanation

Includes business and enterprise IT systems

•

The department and the Federal Bureau of Investigation
provided inventories that include enterprise IT and business
systems ."

Includes these systems from all organizational
components

•
•

Together the inventories include enterprise IT and business
systems from all organizational components .

Specifies basic application attributes
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Rating

Practice

•

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

Explanation
The department updates its Cyber Security and Assessment
Management inventory system continuously as the condition of
systems change . It also performs qualitycontrol processes to
ensure the reliabilityofthe data in the inventory. It provided
evidence of these processes and its Security Authorization and
Assessment Handbook which includes requirements for the
department's inventory to be updated regularly and validated
through system assessments for security purposes. The
Federal Bureau of Investigation 's inventory is updated through
usersubm itted change requests. The bureau also performs
quality control processes on its inventory on a daily, weekly,
monthly, annual and ad hoc basis . The Federal Bureau of
Investigation provided evidence of these quality control
processes and its Data Quality Procedures and Checklist
document.

Sol.rce: GAO a-0ysis ci agercy docunentation. I GA0- 16-511

"According to officials , the Federal Bureau of lnvestig_ation's inventory- known as the Bureau rT
Know ledge Repository-was created to manage the FBfs rT portfolio; identify systems for
consolidalion , replacement, or retirement; andlacilitate resi:li)nding to data calls from OOJ and OMB.
It is currently use to capture and register information about TT sys fems within the FBI in a central
repository.
Table 14: Department of Labor (Labor)
Rating

Practice

Explanation

Includes business and enterprise ITsystems

{)

Labor provided a list of applications which it stated includes22
business mission supportapplications, but does not include all
of its enterprise IT and business systems. According to officials ,
including the Chief Information Officer, there is no
comprehensive inventory of enterprise IT and business
systems .

Includes these systems from all organizational
components

{)

The department does not have a comprehensive list of
applications from all its organizational components .

Specifies basic application attributes

The list includes application name, description , and owner.
However, it does not include business function .

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

Sol.rce: GAO analysis ci agercy docunentation

0

The department did not provide any evidence of a process to
regularly update its inventory or quality controls to ensure the
reliability of the data collected .

I GA0-16-511
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Table 15: Department of State
Rating

Practice
Includes business and enterprise IT systems
Includes these systems from all organizational
components

•
•

Explanation
The department provided an inventory that includes enterprise IT
and business systems .
The inventory includes enterprise IT and business systems from
all the department's organizational components .

Specifies basic application attributes

The inventory includes application name, description , and owner.
However, it does not include a business function forthe majority
of inventory entries .

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

The department provided documentation ofone of its periodic
data calls to investment owners and program managers as
evidence that it regularly updates the inventory. However, it did
not provide evidence that quality control processes are in place to
ensure the reliability of the data in the inventory.

SOl.rce: GAO a'lalysis <i agercy docunertation. I GA0-16-511

Table 16: Department of Transportation
Rating

Practice

Explanation

Includes business and enterprise IT systems

The DepartmentofTransportation provided a spreadsheet
containing its list of applications and investments, wh ich
officials stated are associated with enterprise IT and business
systems . We verified that the list included business systems
but was missing some enterprise ITsystems associated w ith
e-mail and security. The department also provided an
inventory for its comm on operating environment, which
includes commodity IT applications.

Includes these systems from all organizational
components

The department's list of applications and investments includes
software applications from some , but not all components . In
addition , the inventory for the common operating environment
does not include software owned by the Federal Aviation
Administration .
The department's inventoryhas basic attribute information , to
include the component using it, the application name and
description , departmententerprise architecture segment it is
mapped to , and the federal enterprise architecture bus iness
function it supports , among other things . However, the
inventory for its common operating environment does not
identify the business function supported .

Specifies basic application attributes
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Rating

Practice

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

Sa.rce: GAO aial ysis rJ agercy docurertation

()

Explanation

In 2014 the department's application inventory was updated
through the update to the Enterprise Architecture Roadmap
and it was determined thatthis effort would continue annually;
however, officials did not provide evidence of any efforts to
inform the next update to the Enterprise Architecture
Roadmap . In addition , while officials stated thatthey rely on
their Operating Administration partners to provide up-to-date
and accurate information on their individual inventories in order
to develop the department's list of applications and
investments , the department does not have processes for
ensuring the reliability of the reported information .

I GA0-16-511

Table 17: Department of the Treasury
Rating

Practice

Includes business and enterprise IT systems

Includes these systems from all organizational
components

•

•

Explanation

The Department of the Treasury provided its inventory as
contained in the Treasury FISMA Inventory Management
System , which officials stated includes mostofthe
applications associated with business and enterprise IT
systems with the exception of e-mail , which , according to
officials , are part of a general supportsystem and not
required to be listed individually.
The department's inventory includes applications from all of
its bureaus and departmental offices .

Specifies basic application attributes

()

The inventory identifies the component using the system and
system name . However, it does not include a bas ic
description of the applications, or the business
segment/function theysupport. While officials stated that the
department's FISMA Inventory Management System includes
these attributes , they did not provide supporting evidence .

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

()

According to officials and department policy, the inventory is
updated continuously as applications are deployed ,
upgraded , or decommissioned. However, the department did
not provide evidence of actual updates to the inventory. In
addition , officials stated that they conduct quality control
processes to ensure the reliabilityofthe inventory data
through the annual FISMA audit performed by the
department's Office of Inspector General. However, our
review of the 2014 FISMA evaluation report found that the
audit addressed the inventory compliance with FISMA and
other related information securrtypolicies, procedures,
standards and guidelines, but did not include quality control
processes to ensure the reliabilityofthe data collected . Such
processes are critical given that the department relies on
information provided by its bureaus .

Sa.rce· GAO aialysis rJ agercy docl.ITef'ltat1on

I GA0- 16-511
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Table 18: Department of Veterans Affairs
Rating

Practice

Includes business and enterprise IT systems

Includes these systems from all organizational
components

•

•

Specifies basic application attributes

•

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

()

Explanation

The department provided a table of support systems
contained in its Systems Inventory, which includes business
and enterprise IT systems .
The list provided includes IT supportsystems used by all of
the department's organizations , with the exception of the
Office of Inspector General-due to statutory
independence-and the Office of Government Relations ,
which does notsponsoranylT systems .
The inventory provided specifies basic attribute information ,
to include the system name , the parent organizations , a
basic description of the applications , and the bus iness
function they support.
The department provided a table of support systems
contained in its Systems Inventory, which includes business
and enterprise IT systems .
The list provided includes IT support systems used by all of
the department's organizations , with the exception of the
Office of Inspector General- due to statutory
independence-and the Office of Government Relations ,
which does notsponsoranylT systems .
The inventory provided specifies basic attribute information ,
to include the system name , the parent organizations , a
basic description of the applications , and the business
function they support.
The department updates the inventory continuously as
changes occur. Furthermore , department policy requires that
system inventory information be updated or validated during
operational assessments or any IT system reviews , The
department also has qualrtycontrol processes to ensure the
reliabilityof the information collected . For example , officials
stated that the Enterprise Architecture Management Suite
environment enables reporting against information in the
enterprise architecture . In addition , the department reports
on inventory performance metrics, which officials stated are
to ensure that leadership has vis ibilrtyinto any dated or
mis sing information. However, while officials stated that their
repository of systems is viewed as complete , the information
within the repository is still maturing and work is being done
to automate data capture and integration with other sources.

Source· GAO ana)Sis cJ agency docurrentation

I GA0-15-51 1
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Table 19: Environmental Protection Agency
Rating

Practice

Includes business and enterprise IT systems

•

Includes these systems from all organizational
components

•

Specifies basic application attributes

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

•

Explanation

The agency provided its Registry of Environmental
Protection Agency Applications , Models and Databases
system , which contains its application inventory. The
com moditylT categories of enterprise IT systems and
business systems are included in the inventory with the
exception of very small systems (e.g., local office carpool
tracking systems), which agencyofficials stated are not
required to be registered , but can be added at the discretion
of component offices .
The inventory includes software applications from all offices
and regions of the organization .
The inventory includes the component or region managing
the application , the application name , and application
description . The inventory also includes the Primary
Business Reference Model name and code that identify the
primarybusiness function of the application . Although the
inventory does not identify the business function associated
with all applications, officials stated that they are working to
have this information populated for all applications .
The agency has processes to routinely update its application
inventory and does so consistent with policy. Officials stated
that program offices use the annual data call issued by the
Chief Information Officer (CIO) to ensure their respective
portfolios in its registry are current. They provided an
example e-mail from the CIO which requests thatthe
program offices perform their annual data call and update ,
and it includes requirements and instructions for doing so . In
addition , the agency implements quality control processes b
ensure the reliability of the inventory in its registry. For
example , although officials stated that they rely on selfreported information from program offices and Information
Management Officers to update the inventory, there is a
steward for each record who officials stated is
knowledgeable about the particular system and has ed it
rights to update that record . In addition , a notification is sent
to the officers when a record that they are responsible for is
updated or changed , and agency officials stated that a
report can be generated that will show which records are
mis sing information. The agency provided sam pie e-ma ils
from stewards to the officers requesting changes to records
and from the registryto the officers notifying them of record
updates .

Source: GAO aM)SiS cl agency doct.rrentation. I GA0-15-511
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Table 20: General Services Administration
Practice

Rating

Includes business and enterprise IT systems

Includes these systems from all organizational
components

•
•

Specifies basic application attributes

•

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

•

Explanation

The agency provided its inventory of applications , wh ich
officials stated is contained in IBM's System Architect tool.
The inventory includes enterprise IT and bus iness systems .
The inventory includes software applications from all
components/bureaus of the organization , except the Board
of Contract Appeals , which does not have any applications
of its own .
The inventory specifies the application name and
description , the office associated with the application , and
the business capability each application is mapped to .
The agency updates its application inventory on an ongoing
basis based on customer input, the Enterprise Arch itecture
team 's interaction with subject matter experts , and other
methods . To ensure the reliabilityof the data in the
inventory, the Enterprise Architecture Team reaches out to
the subjectmatterexperts at a minimumquarterlyto review
their applications. The agency also makes use of scanning
tools to discovertechnologies and software components on
its networks-some of which make up the business and
enterprise IT applications in the inventory. Officials told us
they are working to map the IT technologies and softwa re
components to the business applications.

So..rce: Gl'-0 anal15is ci agency docurertation. I GA0-16-511

Table 21: National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Practice

Rating

Includes business and enterprise ITsystems

Includes these systems from all organizational
components
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•

()

Explanation

NASA provided a spreadsheet containing a list of
applications derived from its System for Tracking and
Registering Applications and Webs ites for external facin g
applications and various tools that capture application
information for internal facing systems . The list included
bus iness and enterprise ITsystems , with the exception of email because , according to officials , the agency acquires
enterprise licenses for applications such as these and they
are tracked separately by NASA's Enterprise License
ManagementTeam .
The inventory does not include all software applications from
all the agency components. NASA officials stated that,
where available , center-specific software applications are
included in the inventory provided ; however, they are
currently working with agency bus iness owners, through the
preliminary Annual Capital Investment Review, to ensure
complete inventories of center-specific appl ications.
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Practice

Rating

Specifies basic application attributes

•

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

()

Explanation

The inventory specifies application name and description . In
addition , the agency component using the listed application
and business segment/function thatthe applications support
are tracked in a separate tool.
The agency described its continuous and annual update
processes and provided documentation of external facing
systems being added or updated in the System for Tracking
and Registering Application and Websites. Agency officials
stated that they are also currently updating its processes for
including internally facing applications, as part of the Annual
Capital lnvestmentReviewprocess. In regards to
implementing qualitycontrol processes , agency officials
stated that, for external systems , they reconcile security
scan data with the inventory. However, they did not provide
documentation showing that they actually perform this
reconciliation .

So.rce: Gl>D a-iaiysis a agency doccrrertation. I GA0-16-511

Table 22: National Science Foundation (NSF)
Practice

Rating

Includes business and enterprise IT systems

Includes these systems from all organizational
components
Specifies basic application attributes

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

So.rce: GAO a-ialysis a agency doccrrertation

•

•
•
()

Explanation

NSF provided its inventory of business support applications
contained in the NSF FISrv1A inventory. The inventory
includes the agency's business and enterprise IT
applications .
NSF's FISrv1A inventory includes systems from all
organizational components.
The inventory includes the application sponsor (i.e .,
owner), name , and class (e .g., minor, major, or general
support system). In addition , the agency's Enterprise
rv1odernization Roadmap provides a basic description for,
and identifies the business segment/function supported by
most applications.
NSF's inventory is updated as needed through IT
governance , enterprise architecture management,
budgeting and planning , and the system development life
cycle . NSF provided documentation of the retirement of its
legacy financial system and replacement with another
system , which informed the update to the NSF FISrv1A
inventory as an example . Regarding qualitycontrol
processes, agency officials stated that they conduct a
major validation review of the inventory annually as a part
of its F1Srv1A processes to ensure the reliabilityof the
information in it; however, they did not provide any
evidence of the validation review.

I GA0-16-511
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Table 23: Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Rating

Practice

Includes business and enterprise ITsystems

Includes these systems from all organizational
components

•
•

Specifies basic application attributes

•

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

()

Explanation

The agency provided a spreadsheet containing its
application inventory maintained in the NRC System
Inventory Control Database . The inventory includes
custom-developed systems and shared services thatare
associated with business and enterprise IT systems .
The systems inventory includes software applications from
all offices in the agency with the exception of the offices
which , according to officials , do not use custom developed
systems or own any software applications. These offices
include the Office of Commission Appellate Adjudication ,
Office of Congressional Affairs , and Office of Small
Business and Civil Rights ; its Office of International
Programs and Region IV do not own any software
applications .
The list includes the application name, a brief description ,
associated office , business segment it supports , and the
Federal Enterprise Architecture business function name .
The agency has processes to routinely update its
application inventory; however, documentation associated
with these processes has not been finalized . Further,
according to officials , the inventory is updated monthly
through software detection . In addition , the agency
implements qualitycontrol processes to ensure the
reliabilityof the application inform ati on collected through
NRC 's CybersecurityProgram and Information Security
Continuous Monitoring process. Specifically, it requires
continuous application scanning to be performed to
identify changes to any systems and environments in
which those systems operate in order for them tom aintain
authorization to operate . In addition , NRC 's Cybersecurity
Assessment process includes policies and procedures for
manuallyexam ining system and information integrity.

SOlxce: GAO analysis cl agency doclJlleftation. I GA0-16-511

Table 24: Office of Personnel Management
Practice

Rating

Includes business and enterprise IT systems
Includes these systems from all organizational
components

•
•

•

Specifies basic application attributes
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Explanation

The agency provided its application inventory, which includes
business and enterprise ITsystems .
The repository includes systems from all organizational
components with the exception of the Offices of Diversity and
Inclusion , Procurement Operations , and Small and
Disadvantaged Business Utilization , which are small offices .
The application inventory provided includes the application
name, description , and associated organization . The bus in ess
function mappings are included in the IT asset inventory
required by OMB.
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Rating

Practice

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

()

Explanation

The agency described the process for updating the inventory,
including procedures for adding new applications; however, it
did not provide evidence of actual updates to the inventory. In
addition , the agency stated it relies on manual reviews of the
data in the application to ensure that it is complete and current.
The agency reported it is taking steps to im plementscann ing
tools to verify the reliability of the data in the inventory.

SOl..rce: GAO analy.;is cJ agency doct.mertation. I GA0-15-511

Table 25: Small Business Administration
Rating

Practice

Explanation

Includes business and enterprise IT systems

()

The agency provided a list of applications and systems that
includes some , not all of its business and enterprise IT
systems .

Includes these systems from all organizational
components

()

The list provided only includes systems from some
headquarters offices . In addition , the agency stated that a
number of field offices are running unsupported applications
to help them with their work tasks. Officials reported that the
agency has begun an initiative to identify and document
unreported systems.

Specifies basic application attributes

()

The list includes system name , description , and owner;
however, it does not include business function .

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

0

The agency reported that it has begun using automated tools
in efforts to develop a complete application inventory but
provided no supporting evidence . In addition , the agency
stated it will continue to refine its automation efforts and work
on its draft Software Assetlifecycle Management framework
with criteria that will be applied to each application in the
portfolio. SBA reported that it hopes to publish this framework
by the end of the year.

SOl..rce: GAO analy.;is cJ agency docurnerlation

I GA0- 15-511

Table 26: Social Security Administration
Rating

Practice

Includes bus iness and enterprise IT systems

Includes these systems from all organizational
components

•
()

•

Specifies basic application attributes
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Explanation

The agency provided its Application Portfolio Management
Inventory that includes applications aligned with IT and
mission support functions. The inventory includes enterprise IT
and business systems .
The inventory contains enterprise IT and business systems
developed within its systems organization ; however, it does
not include appl ications developed by its operational
components .
The inve ntory provides the application name , description,

function , owner, and business sponsor.
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Rating

Practice

Agency regularly updates the appl ication inventory

()

Explanation

The agency reported that its systems development lifecycle
contains steps to register and maintain application information
but did not provide evidence to show that it is using this
process to regularly update the inventory. Regard ing quality
control processes, the agency reported that applications are
discovered through the architecture review board processes
and provided a data discovery report as supporting evidence.
It also reported that it has efforts underwayto catalog
applications outside its systems organization and has begun
implementing an additional data discovery process using
interviews with project teams .

Scxxce: GAO ..,,;ysis a agercy doci.rnerlation. I GA0-16-511

Table 27: U.S. Agency for International Development
Rating

Practice

In cludes bus iness and enterprise IT sys terns
Includes these systems from all organizational
components

•
()

Specifies basic appl ication attributes

•

Agency regularly updates the application inventory

()

Explanation

The agency provided a list of applications that includes the
business and enterprise ITcommoditylT categories.
Officials stated that coordination and communication in the ir
geographicallywidespread agency presents challenges to
including systems from all organizational components. For
exam pie , identifying the appropriate points of contact and
receiving a timely response from all bureaus and Independent
Offices makes itdifficultto do so .
The application inventory includes the system name , owner,
description , and the service area aligned to the app li cations .
The agency has processes for updating its inventory;
however, it relies on manual processes for do ing so .
Specifically, officials stated thatthe application list is updated
through data calls and research conducted bythe enterprise
arch itecture team .Also , the agency implements quality
control processes to ensure the reliability of application
information . For example , it provided documentation of its
FISMA data collection conducted on every computer system .

Scxxce: GAO ..,,;ysis a agercy documentation. I GA0- 16-511
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THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF COMMERCE
Washinglon DC. 20230

~-~

August 10, 2016

Mr. David A. Pawner
Director, lnfonnation Technology Management Issues
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 2054!1

Dear Mr. Powner:
Thank you lbr the opportunity to review and comment on the Government Accountability
Office's (GAO) draft report titled /11fom1atio11 Technology; Agencies Need to Improve 171eir
Application Inventories to Achie1•e Additional Savings (GA0-16-51 J, September 2016). On
behalf of the Department of Commerce, I have enclosed our comments on the draft report.
We have concurred with the recommendation and are commincd to implementing a more
efficient process by regularly updating the Department's application inventory to ensure the
reliability of the data collected. We will do this following a process consistent with one
described in the report.
lfyou have any quest ions, please con1act Steve Cooper, Chieflnfonnation Officer, at
(202) 482-4797.

Sincerely,

FLJfz------

Bruce H. Andrews

Enclosure
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Department of Commerce's Commcnl.5 on the Government Accountability Office's (GAO)
draft report titled Information Technology: Agencies Need to Improve Their Application
Inventories to Ach ieve Add itional Savings
(GA0-16-511, September 2016)

The Office of the Chieflnfonnation Officer ha5 reviewed the draft report, and we offer the
following comments for GAO's consideration.
General Commenl.5

The report on lnfonnation Technology (IT) does a fair and thorough job in assessing Federal
agencies' efforts to rationalize their portfolio of applications. The report's discussion of the
degree lo which the 26 agencies established complete application inventories and developed and
implemented processes for rationalizing their portfolio of applications is generally wellinfonned, thorough, and balanced.
Commenl.5 on Recommendations

The Government Accountability Office made one recommendation to the Department of
Commerce in the report.
Recommendation:

GAO made one recommendation, which was "10 improve federal agencies ' efforts to
rationalize their portfolio of applications, GAO is recommending that the Department of
Commerce direct their CIOs, and other responsible officials, to improve their inventories
by taking steps 10 fully address the practices identified in the report as being partially me!
or not met."

Commerce Response: Commerce agrees with this rcconuncndation. In the report,

Commerce received credit for meeting three out of the four criteria used to assess efforts
to rationalize its portfolio of applica1ions. Commerce was lis1ed as needing 10 provide
regular updates of its applications inventory. As part of its integra1ed data collection
submission to OMB, Commerce will continue 10 collect and report all initiatives resulting
in cost savings and avoidances to ensure IT savings are being realized. In addition, as
part of our Commerce Federal lnfonnation Technology Acquisition Refonn Act program,
we will direct the Bureau CIOs and othcrrcsponsible Program Managers to maintain and
manage an inven1ory of all appropriate cost saving/avoidance IT initia1ives,
encompassing the practices outlined in the GAO report.
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
6000 DEFENSEPBfl'AGON
WASHINGTON. O.C 20301-6000

SEP D I 2011

Mr. David A. Powner
Director, Information Technology
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548
Dear Mr. Powner;

This is the Depanment of Defense (DoD) response to the GAO Draft Report
GA0-16-511 , "INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY; Agencies , eed to Improve Their
Application Inventories to Achieve Additional Savings," dated July 28, 2016 (GAO Code
100090).
Enclosed is DoD' s proposed response to the subject report. My point of contact is
Mr. Kevin Garrison, kevin.garrisonl.civ@mail.mil, 571 -372-4473.

David L. De Vries
Principal Deputy
Enclosure:
As stated
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Department 11f Defense (DoD) Comments on GAO Draft Report GA0-16-SJ I

(GAO Code 100090)
"Agencies Need to Improve Their Application Inventories to Achieve Additional Savings"
Recommendation 1 (page 22): The Secre1ary of Defense direct the CJ Os 1111d other responsible
officials 10 improve their inventories by taking steps to fully address the practices we identified
as being partially met or not met.
DoD Re.sp11nse: Non-concur The Draft Report incorrectly states that the DoD "partially meets..
GAO's recommended practice that the Department's application inventory be regularly updated.
On August 4. 2016, DoD provided GAO with evidence regarding the Department's process for
regularly updating the inventory and GAO agreed that its assessment should be changed to
indicate that DoD ''fully meets" that practice.
Therefore recommend Tables I, 2 and :i in the Draft Report, and the accompanying narrative, be
updated to reflect that DoD fully meets all four practices.
Funher, recommend that the first practice listed under DoO in Table 5 on page 31 be modifil!d to
accurately rcllcct that the DoD inventory maintained in the DoD IT Portfolio Repository does
contain and include email systems, and four email systems were identified in the ElEMA record
extract provided 10 GAO on May 31 , 2016.
DoD believes it has fully met all four of the inventory criteria and, therefore, Recommendation I
does not apply to DoD.
Recommendation 2 (page 23)' The Secretary of Defense should direct the responsible onicial
to modify the department's existing processes to collect and review cost, technical and business
infonnatfon for the Enterprise Information Environment Mission Area applications wh1ch arc
currently not r.:viewed as part of the department 's process for business systems.
DoD Response: on;:oncur DoO recommends that the first paragraph on page 16 associated
with DoO Enterprise Information Enviconment Mission Area (E!EMA) investments be deleted in
its entirety since it is inaccurate. This paragraph incorrectly characterizes DoD EIEMA systems
as being synonymous with applications. The majority of the EIEMA systems identified in the
DoD inventory are network enclaves or circuits, and fall into the category of··n infrasuucture,..
not systems or applications Ihat can be rationalized. Specifically. of the almost 2,500 EIEMA
records provided to GAO over 1300 (53%) are network encla\•es or circuits, which fall into the
category of ''IT infrastructure " They are not "applications .. subject to rationalization.
As stated on page 5 of the draft GAO report, OMB defines three broad categories of commodity
IT: enterprise IT. business systems. and IT infrastructure. Paragraph two states: .. Oftbose
categories, the first two include software applications, which are software components and
supporting software hosted on an operating system that create, use, modify, share. or store data
in order to enable o business or mission function to be performed. This il)cludcs custom,
commercial ofT·the-shelf, govcrrunent off-the-shelf, or open-sourced software." DoD's
application rationalization efforts are focused on the first two categories, and in part.icular on
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DoD Comments on Draft GAO Reporl GA0- 16-511 (cont.)
defense business systems to help facilitate the Department ' s parallel data center consolidation
efforl. EIEMA application rationalization has been done on a CllSe by case basis where the
business case was obvious with near-tenn payoffs. For example, the DoD implementation of
enterprise email has resulted in a reduction of the number of email systems operated across the
Department.
Additionally, as currently drafted the GAO repon implies that major DoD IT infrastructure
modernization efforts. such as Joint Regional Security Stacks. Mission Panner Environment.
Data Center Consolidation, and Circuit Convergence, which involve many of EIEMA "systems"
are not reviewed or properly managed by the Department. These efforts. which have senior DoD
leadership support and oversight. are critical to optimizing DoD IT infrastructure so that it
supports the warfighter capabilities, enhaoces the Departmenl's cybersecurity posture, and
improves infonnation sharing with mission partners. The Report also ignores significant ElEMA
application rationalization efforts, such as the Pentagon lT consolidation under the Joint Service
Provider, the Business Process and System Review. and ongoing efforts concerning public factng
websites and associated systems.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OFFICl o r TllE C:lllEr

INrO R~IATJO N

August 11. 20 16

OFFICER
T llE CllJEF 1-..:FQR.\IATI ON OFFICE R

Mr. David l'owncr
Director
lnfom1ation Technology Management Issues
Government Accountability Ollice
441 G Street NW
Washington, DC 20548
Dear Mr. !'owner:
I arn writing IO respond to the recommendation mmk in the Govcrnrnenl 1\ccountabilil) Oflicc
(GAO) drafl report entitled .. Information Technology: Agencies Need lo Improve Their
Applicmion lnvcntorks to Achkvc Additional Savings (GA0-16-511 )." This recommendation
was made to all of the 24 CFO Act Agencies. rl1e report says that the Department or Education
(Department) has fully implemented three of the four soliware application inventory prJctices
li sted below. and that we have partially implemented the fourth:
I. Includes business and enterprise IT systems. as de lined by OMB (Fully):
2. Includes these systems from all organi7~11ional components (Fully):
3. Includes basic attributes. namely applicatio n name. dcscriplion. owner. and Junction
supported (Fully}: and
4. Agency regularly updalcs wi1h qualily contn)ls in place 10 ensure lhc reliabili1y of the
informa1ion collcclcd (Partially}.
Recommendation : Eslablish an Agene) policy for regular!) updaling lhe IT Asset Inventor) .

l~csponsc: fhc U.S. Department of Educalion concurs wi1h GAO's recommendation and will
merge the IT i\sscl lnvenlory into 1he Cyber Security Assessment and Management S)slcm by
Decembcr2016. As part of this elTorl. we will publish inventory maintenance procedures for
creation. read. update. and deletion of IT systems records and 4uali1y conlrol processes. which will
cxplici1I) s1a1e 1hat an IT system included in the IT Asset In ventory must have an authori7ation to
operate (A TO).
Wo:. apprcci;lle the opportunily to r~spon<l to 1he GAO report as we conlinue our effort to improve
lhc management and oversight of the infonnalion technology (IT) portfolio. lfynu or your staff
members have any 4ucstions regarding our response. please contact me at (202) 245-6252 oremail (Jason.Grnv ti cd .gO\ ).

-\'.uc-

~
Jason Grav

400 \fARYLA'ill AVE. S.W., WASlll~<.J O S , l)C l OlOl
WW\\ .l'CJ.g(J\

I he Dc pa rlmcn1 (Jf1.:Jm .1\ion '.\ mi ssi on It, to promote s1udcnt Jl hu~\ c> m ent and prep.arJtion for glub.i.I ompc11t1,cncss b)

ros 1crln2 ro ur.uion.11 ~.,cc llc nce ;and Cn.\uring t.>qual JCfCS!>.
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Department of Energy
Washington . DC 20585
8 1912016

~Ir. David A Powncr
Director, Information Technology and ~lanagement luues
U.S. Government Accountability Offa;:e
441 G Stre...t. N. \\'.
Washington. D.C. 20541!

Dear /\.fr. Po\\ ncr:
I :un plea~e<l to provide ll1e DeparlmCl)t offoergy 's (DOE) response lo theGovemmL..,l
Al:countabiily Office's (GAO) Draft Report GA0-16-511 (job code 100090) Lit"=d lnforma11011
T~clmology: 1lgenc1cs Need to lmpro1·e 1'/tetr ..Jppltcal1on Jm·entor1es 10Ad11e"e Add1f/onal
Sal'lngs. The Department appreciateo the opportunity to reM• the report prior to publication.
The Department concurs in princ~k>wilh the GAO recmnmen&ti>n. \\11ilc DOE agrees'' ilh
the Draft Report Gi\0-16-511 regarding the need to improve ~pplication inventorying and
rationalization, tl1e Department partially meels the four best practO:es identified in the dratl
report. Spccifical~·, DOE develops and maintains a DOE IT A'!sct Im·cntory whi!h ineudcs
business and enterprise IT systems deftnt:<l by the OlTicc ofllbnagLmcnt ond &dg.:t (0:\18);
includes many syslcms from various OOE organizatioll!i: incudes basic application attri1111es :
and is regularly updated'' itl1 qualiy controls to ensure the rcli.1bility of tlu: d:iL1 in ll1e inventory.

DOE will continue lo routinely update its lT. \ssct Invc::ntory to make it 3 more comprehensive
and accurate invenlory ohU business and enlerprise IT S)'Slemi across DOE. Furtl>mnon:. OOE
'5 currently implementing app!J:ation rationalization into ils c::ntcrprisearchitc.:turcanJ portfooo
management processes."" part ofili Federal Information Tcchnolog)' AcquiSition Reform Act
(FIT ARA) impkmcnlation. EJJcctr.e applicatnn ralionalization '~ill inpro''" effci(."Dcy. n:duce
compl:xily and redundancy. and Iowi:r the cost of ownership of DOE enterprise IT and business
S}'l>t(.ms.
Enclosure 1 include• addilional dcL1ils regarding OOE°s response. &closure 2 coriains lecbnic:il
commcnt.s that recommend cl1angcs to the: Orafl Report G.-\0-16-511.
Kindly direct your questions lo hkc \\'ool~'). OirtOCLor for Enterprise ;\rchilcctirc Ofrx:c. Ofricc
of the Chief Information Offic~..-. Dq>ilrtment of Energy at (301 )903-0992or vi.1 ""1113il to
jal..c.\\ ool:yr.:l'hq.d<>c.gov .

~Iichocl

Johnson
Chief Information OITb:r

Enclosures
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..\gen ie:. . 'eed

to

\ l \.'- \Gl·\1L "f RESl'O:'-/Sl
G,\ > Dr.111 R~1wrt . G. \0-16- · 1 J
linpr<>\ C !'heir \ppli.;311011 lnn:nto r k:s to ,\chicvc

Add~ional

S>ving'

Hccommendution 1:

To improre tlle Depflttm ent ·'effort.\ to rntitmnl.i;,e ir.\' portfiJ/itJ tJf applic<limu: GA 0 i.•
rav.mmenJing tltntth e Secrt!lnry· of l:'nt!TJ:.I' Jirecl tlu C/O ttntl ot/1w responsible oj]id11b· /ii
i.n1prt11°t.' tlt eir in1·en.t11ne<1 hJ· taking steps wful(rudtlre'<'.< th eprndkt!S ""' iJettrijieJ as being
partially met or not met.

DOF concur, m prino q>k" ith lh,,. r ..:ommcndat10n. 11>< f)UL f l('J lJ b<b the J c\ c lopmcnl and
m"in'""'an..: or 111 ~ DOE IT \>>ct lm·m t11r~. " hid1 inclu..b. informotion on bu.< on «and
""'"rin·isc IT )Slam. ' "b "")~l<:m<.and lpplr•tion• fiorn act<Js' Lhc DOhcnlcrpri. .
E
routine!) updaJ~ •nd r topo rl• thi~ DOE rt ,,\:,,el ln w nlor · lo Lhe O ffice oft.. lanagemcnt and
Budg.:t (0\m). "' requ .... 1cd lhemC)l.t l\.'CC!ll DOF Jr A"ol ltJ\COtOI') \\3' reported lo 01'.ffioo
\fo) I. 2U 16. ,15 part <:>f lhc •Juart"' I} lnl"i,"'alt:d Oata Colb:tion ( 11 ' ) -uhm L'. l:i n .
f)< Ir i, ourrently implt:men ling appli:•tion f3li.inali1..ation inhi 1t.-. ~nl""Jlrise arc hit ·ture and
portfolio mnna!_!t:tncnl pt oct""'-"" JS p;irt of ii~ Fcde1 allnfo1mat1on Tcdtnolog~ .\cqllll! i1ion
Rdorm . \ct cFIT.\IV\\impk1ll\.-011iticm rJfec1i\earplicati<m rationalization \\ill impro\•c
"fftek.>ttc) , 1cduce <-11mpk'it) and redw1da11 ) , :md lo" u the ~o>t of fl\•ner•hir of it;, ~nterpri.,e

11 and bll>ll"'-' ")' tern

< dtrcctt-<l h) O~ u~· , ;\lard> 2016 D:11a l '<:n1 ...1· Optnn v 3110n In dtalf\ ~ (lX'OI) memo!\ I- 16- 19.
1)0 !·. "iU initiate a p1ugrnm tu 1eplacc manuako llC\: tion> and r<:porting. of'. , 1.:im . sofh>ar". and
hard\\ ate mH-nlor) ho u~cd "ithin data c1.:11tc,.. "itli automated moniloring. inu:nlor) . and
111nnagc1n...'tll lool, (e.g. Jata C"'1kl' uilt a>lru tun: man,1gc1ll""l) l•y U1\l .:nd of faoa l }"'11' _01 S.
Estim•tcJ Co mp.Lh>n D.1tc :-.<-11t~m l• ....,
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Appendix VII: Comments from the
Department of Health and Human Services

OFFICE OF TtlE SECRETAFIY

A~StSla nl Sec..-~tary

for Legislation

Washington DC 20201

AUG 2 ~ 2016

David Powner
Director. lnfom1ation Technology Management Issues
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street NW
Washington. DC 20548
Dear Mr. Powncr:
Attached arc comments on the U.S. Government Accountability Office's (GAO) report entitled,
"blforma1io11 Tech11ologv: Agencies N(!('d 10 Improve Their App/icatio11 /111·e111on·es to Achie1•e
Additional Savings" (GA0-16-5 11).
The Department appreciates the opportunity to review this report prior to publication.
Sincerely,

8::~~,~~

Assistant Secretary for Legislation

Attachment
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GE, EllAL co 1 lE:\ rs OF T HE DEPARTJ\1ENT Of HE1\L TH A "I) HU\IA
SEllVIC'ES (lfllS) ON T HE GO\'ERNi\1ENT ACCOl'~TABILITY OFFICE'S DRAFT
REPORT E TITLED: INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: AGE 'ClES NEED TO
1\IPROVF. THEIR APPLICATION INVENTORJE, TO ACHIEVE ADDITIO'<.\L
SAVJ G !GA0-16-Sll!

The U.

Department ofllcalth and lluman. r\i .. es !1111 ) .ipprectJte-. lh< flpponunity from the
Offici: (GAOJ ttl rev1 ''and comment on this drati repon

Go'v~rnm~nl Accountnbilit~

Rtcommcndation

Tu irnpm\ e th\! foucral agcnci~ s · dTort to r:il1onaliw their portfolio of apphcmion . GAO i
rl·commcnding that the heJd Llf I lf I ' direct it. Chier Information omco.!r and <.>th1:r responsibl~
officials to impro\e th~ir imcntorin b) taking step to full~ addrc s the practices wc 1dcn1>fi ·d
as being paniall) met or not met.
HH

Rcsron>c

I II lS concurs with this recomm«niliition. ,\~pan of HH · effort to full~ address the practice ·
identified as being pa1tially ll1L'I , Hl-l i romm illcd l<:l fullill updare requirements tu i:nsurc
rcliabilil) HH, "ill rcvk" tht: fca~ ib ility of fully addres~i n g the pr~c1ic~s bi:ing paninlly met.
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l:.S. Otv11rnnu1 uf llo"1t'btt1d Sttnll ~
Dr lH!'?"

\\'Jtt ltl.nE.to~

q~,

\9f

Homeland
Security

September 2, 2016
David A Powner
Director, lnfom1ation Technology Management Jssucs
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548
Re:

Management's Response to Draft Report GA0-16-511, "INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY: Agencies Need to Improve Their Application Inventories to Achieve
Additional Savings"

Dear Mr. Pawner:
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this drafl report. The U.S.
Department of Homeland Security (OHS) appreciates the U.S. Government Accountability
Office' s (GAO) work in planning and conducting its review and issuing this report.
We are pleased to note GAO's positive recognition of the multiple OHS processes for
rdtionalizing applications, which have helped streamline the Department's portfolio of software
applications and reduce duplication and fragmentation. As the report highlights, the
consolidation of learning management systems is expected to result in savings of I 0-20 percent
and the modernization ofDIIS's help desk and on-site operations has already resulted in
savings of$202 million through FY 2015. DHS is committed to efficiently managing
information technology resources and continuously striving to ensure that every taxpayer dollar
is used wisely and to the maximium effect,
The draft report contained one recommendation with which the Depanment concurs. Attached
find our detailed response to this recommendation.
Again. thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this drafi report. Technical
comments were previously provided under separate cover. Please feel free to contact me if you
have any questions. We look forward to working with you in the future.
Sincerely,

t~R~CFE

Director
Dcpanmcntal GAO-OIG Liaison OOice

Attachment
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Attachment: OHS Management R esponse to Recommendations
Contained in GA0-16-511

GAO recommended that the Secretary of Homeland Security direct the Department's CIO
(Chief Information Ofticer] to:
Recommendation: Identify one high-cost function it could collect detailed cost. technical. and
business information for and modify existing processes to 1.XJJlect and review this information.
RHponse: Concur. OHS OCIO Enterprise Business Management Office (EBMO) and
Enterprise Architecture Program Management Office (EAPMO) teams are researching
functional portfolios to identify a high cost function for which detailed cost, technical, and
business information can be collected. After the high cost function is selected. the EBMO and
Enterprise Architecture teams will begin modifying existing processes to collect and review the
specified information. Estimated Completion Date: July 30. 2017.

l
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Department of Housing and Urban
Development

.~·

l-"-

D£P \ Rf \l ~SI O ~

ll Ol S" G " l l I RB" 1)£\ ELOP\ IE'I

WASHr.'l.GTO'. DC

l"Jllfl l'-nJR\1 \ Tl lJ

::l

Ofl ICER

1C..-,,\iQC'l

201

lvb. a binc Paul
A~si

tam Din:ctor
lnliinnaLion Technolog) Manag.:mcm J;.~ucs
LJ .. Government cc umabilil'I Office
441 G trt~t W
•
\ ~hington. D 2054 R
Dear M . Paul.
TI1ank you for the opportunity le• comment on 1h.: GO\ .:rnmcm Accoumabilit' Ollkc
IUAOJ draf1 reponcntitled. Information Tedmo/ogy .•.Jgencies Seed 10 /mprfJl·e Thiir
4pplication flwemorie' 10 Acl11e1•e Add111011a/ Sal'lng' (GA0-16-511 ).

fhc Department of I lousing anJ Urban Den!lopmcnt I11 L. Dl r~' 1c"cd the Jmll rcpnn
and con ur "ith the re ommendatiun fo r l· xecurne •\ction. More ddinithc informat1c'n \\ith
timdines 11 ill Ix prO\ 1ded once the final repon has been issued.
If )OU ha\ e 4uc,1ion or !\!quire additional infc>nnati n. ph~ase con!J t J,mi .: Au.\b}.
Dcpul} hief ln fom1a1ion Offic~r. Oui.in.:s; and Ir Rc,..1urcc M:.nagc:m.:m nice. a1 (202HOJ7605 (
). <'r Juanit I. I oatlc:.. udit Unison. Audit Compliance Branch.
at (:!02) 402-3555 (
).
.$.incerc!v.

ton'11ation Ortitcr
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United Stales Department of rhe Interior
OFFln 01 !'H F \ E RETJ\RY
w~.l11ng1on , or 407.10

AUG Z 6 '2016

Mr. David Powncr
Director, Information Technology Managcmcn1 Issues
U.S. Governmem Accountnbllity Office
441 G Strec1, NW
Washington. DC 20548
Dear Mr. Powner.
Thank you for providing the Oepm1rm:nl or the Interior (Department) 1hc opportunity to review
and comment on the drnfl Govenunc111 Accountnbility Oflice (G/\0) report entit led, !11/ommlio11

Technology Agencies Nee1/ to Improve Their tlpplicatio11 l111'1?111orie.~ to Achieve Addit/01111/
Sm·ings (GA0-16-51 I) We appreciate GAO's review of the completeness of the Department 's
application invenlory and its use of application rationalization.
The Depanm~nt recommends the following changes lo the droll repo11
On Page 20, GAO smted that the Depmtmcnt is·· ... making changes to its infonnalion resource
management (!RM) governance. Aecm'lling lo the department, these changes, combined with
efforts to implement the Chief lnfor111atio11 Officer (CJD) responsibilities specified in the
(Federal lnfom1ntion fcchnology Acquisition Reform Act) FITARA, should help to address the
chnllcogcs lo rationalizing ils applications issues and allow fo1 rdtionalization of all
applicntions."
Jn its earlier response(s). the Deparunc111 did slate that lhc ena~tmcnt of FIT ARA provides an
opportunity for the Department to establish policies that \\ill lead to the effective implementation
of application portfolio rnlionali.tation and !hat these policies will be established through the
implementation of Fl rARA und lhe Department's ongoing effort to reform its IRM Governance
framework. Although the Department acknowledges the need to establish application
rationalization teclmiqucs through these processes, the Department did not state that the plan for
improving governance will cs1ablish application rationalization as a standard tcclmique across
ihc Departmen1.
13ascd on the above, the Department requests that GAO revise the sentence starting with
'However' as follows: " While the Department is defining and implementing criteria to assess
whether or not an invcstmcnl and its underlying applications arc wasteful , low-value, or
duplicative. the Department has not documented its plan to implement policy. which would
establish application rationalization as a standard analytical technique for rationalizing ihc
investment portfolio."
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Pnge 23, 3'd sub bullet, GAO recommends 1hat the Secretary of the Interior direct the
Department's CIO to document plans for improving its lnfonnation Technology (11) governance
stn1cl111l!, including addressing application rationalizalion.
The Department has not deternuned if plans for updating 1he IT governance strucn1re will
include implementation of applicati<ln rationalization. However. the Department docs
acknowledge the need to authoritatively cslablish deparltncnt-wide processes tluough policies for
rationalizing its portfolio of applications as a standard technique across the Department.
Therefore. the Department 1-e<1uests GAO revise the language as follows: "The Secretary of lhe
Interior should direct 1he Depar1ment's CIO to establish and implement policies for application
rationalization.''
Page 36 Table 1 I, GAO stales in lhe explanation of Practice 2 that the Department's application

inventory contains both enterprise IT nnd business systems from all organizational components.
Consistent wilh other GAO findings in its cvalunlion, the Deportment's current application
invcntmy does not include enterprise IT systems and only contains business systems from all
organizational components.
TI1e Department requests GAO revise the langnage as follows : "The inventory contains business
systems from all organi1~1tional components."

GAO slates in the explanation of Practice 4 that 1hc Department does not regularly update its
application inventory while referencing a Fcbrnary 2016 briefing. I Iowevcr, subsequent to Iha!
briefing, the Department made its annual update to 1hc inventory. as ii has been since its initial
version in 2014.
Accordingly, the Department requests that GAO revise the rating tor Practice 4 lo "partially
tnet.',

Wilh these changes, the Department concurs with 1he recommendations lo the drnft report and
upprecintes your consideration to incorporate our comments when finalizing the report. If you
have any questions or need additional information, please contact me.
'inccrcly.
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AUG l G2016
David Powner
Director
!nfom1ation Technology Management Issues
United States Government Accountability Oftice
Washington . DC 20548
Dear t<.1r Powner:
The Department of Justice (the Departmt!nt or DOJ) appreciates the oppununily to revie\\ and
comment on the Government Accountability Office (GAOJ draft repol1 entitled "!11/imnalion

Tcdmolog11· ..tge11eies- Nt!eJ to lmpro1•e Their Applicu1io11 lm•entories to Achieve Addi1ional
Suvings" (GA0-16-51 l). The Depanmcm concurs with the GAO·s assessment and conclusions
regurdinr;. the completeness of the d~panmenrs applfoation inventory. and the need 10 improve
the inv~nrory by applying lhc practices outlined in lhe assessment approach.
Regarding tht! procedures currently used to ensure application inventory accuracy during lhe
course of lhe review. the Dcpanment would like to clarily the proco::durcs that have been in place
for some time. and describe additional measures implemented during the past year to funher
erlhance the inventory accuracy
On page 27 of the report, two criteria are identified for assessing the practice of ensuring the
inventory is updated regularly with qualit) controls for detennining reliability of the information
collected. The criteria are: I) use re le\ ant methods to update and maintain lhe inventory and 2)
implement controls to ensure the reliability of the information collected. For some time. the
currency and completeness of the Departmenrs C)'ber Security Assessment and Managem<!nt
(CSAM) tool, nnd the Federal Bureau of Investigation's Bureau IT Knowledge Repository
(BIKR) have been ensured in two ways. First. system owners must register systems and
applications in the appropriate tool when system or application development projects are initially
approved to proceed. and system records are updated 10 reflect the system/application status as
major life cycle milestones arc completed in devdopment, testing, deployment. and through the
system lifccycle until decommissioning. In addition to the system event-triggered updates. there
are regularly recurnng inventory data validation events when system O\\ners must revie\\ the
accuracy ofCSAM or BIKR, as appropriate. and provide corrections or positive confirmation
that the daia is accurate. For th.: CSAM system. these data validations occur each quancr, as part
of the FISMA cenification and reporting process. For the FBI BIKR system, data validations ate
conducted on a publ ished schedule <lcp~nding on the type of system or application asset.
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Director David Powm:r

2
Funher, in the past year. the Dcpanmenl has implemented a validation process lhal integrates
information gathered b) the Depanmenl's endpoint vulnerability scanning system \~ith data
contained in the CSAM inventory to ensure inventory completeness. The Depanment hopes thal
this clarification demonstrates that appropriate inventory management and quality control
practices arc in place. The Depanmenl \\Ould be happy lo respond lo any questions regarding
this response.
Should you or your staff have any questions regarding this matter. please do not hesitate to
contact Richard TI1eis. Assistant Director. Audit Liaison Group on 202-514-0469.

'N~

Lee J. Lofthus
Assistant Attom~y General for Administration
Justice Management Division
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U.S. Department of Labor

Office of the A"'l1tanl Secretary
for AdmlnlltnUcn and ll.ln•gemenl
Wnhlngton, o.c, 20210

SEP 0 12016
Mr. David A. Powncr
Director, Infoanation Technology Management Issues
Government Accountability Office
44 I G Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Mr. Pawner:
Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on draft report GA0-16-Sl I: Jnformalion

Technology: Agencies Need to improve Their Application Jnvemories to Achieve Additional
Savings. DOL concurs with both GAO recommendations.
Recommendation: To il11provefedera/ agencies ' efforts lo ralionalize /heir porlfolio of
applications, GAO is recommending /he Secretory of Labor direc/ /he DOL CIO and 01l1er
responsible officials to improve their applicolion inventory by laking steps to fully address lhe
praclices GAO iden1ijied as being partially me/ or not me/.
DOL Resp onse: The DOL ClO will take necessary steps to address, fully, the procliccs GAO
identified as being partially met or not met, given funding and resources.
Recommendation: To improve federal agencies ' efforts lo ro/ionalize /heir porlfolio of
applications, GAO is recommending Ifie Secretary of Labor direct the DOL C/O and 01/rer
responsible officials to modify existing investment management processes to address
applications more completely. Specifically, 10 consider a segmented approach 10 f11rlher
rationalize and identify a function for which it would modify existing processes to col/ec1 and
review opplicollon-specific cost. let:lmical. and business 1•alue information.

DOL Response: The DOL CJO will take necessary steps to address GAO' s recommendation,
including a segmented approach to further rationalize DOL s application inventory including
business and enterprise IT systems, given funding nnd resources.
We appreciate OAO' s efforts and the insight the report provides in regards to OOL's application
inventory. Should you have any questions regarding the Department's response, please have your
staff contact Mr. Kevin 0 . Clark, Program Manager - IT lnvesuncnt Management, at
ClarkJ<.evin.G@dol.gov.
Sincerely,

Assistant Secretary for
Administration and Management
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United States Department of State
Comptroller
Washington, DC 20520

August 15, 2016
Dr. Loren Yager
Managing Director
International Affairs and Trade
Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548-0001

Dear Dr. Yager:
We appreciate the opportunity to review your draft report,
''INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: Agencies Need to Improve Their
Application Inventories to Achieve Additional Savings." GAO Job Code
100090.
The enclosed Department of State comments are provided for
incorporation with this letter as an appendix to the final report.

If you have any questions concerning this response, please contact
Colleen Hinton, IT Policy Analyst, Office of Business Management and
Planning, Bureau of lnfonnation Resource Management at (202) 634-0320.
Sincerely,

~l~t~
Christopher H. Flaggs
Enclosure:
As stated.

cc:
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Department of Staie Cum men ts on GAO Draft Report
l NFORMA TlO N TECHNO LO GY: Agencies Nee d to Jm p nH'e T heir
Appli cation J m· e n tori e~ to Achie\ e Additio nal S;i\·ings
(GA0 -16-Sll, GAO Code 100090)

or

I he Department Stale (State ) nppn'ciatcs the npportunil) to comment oil the
drnfi report. ·'/nfiirmalion 7ecl1110/ogy: . lgencies .\ eed /0 Improve Their
. lppltcntion hll'en/one~ lo. k/11e1·e .·ldd11io11n/ .\/.11·i11g. ··
Recommendation- To improve lcJer<il agencies· efforts lu raltonali7c the!f
portfolio l)f applications. GAO is rcconum.:nding that thc SccrctUT) ot State 1.iircct
the C!O and l..lLl1er responsible otTicml to imprO\ e tht:ir invento1ies b) taking . teps
to full) adJress the practices \\C nlent1licd as being panwlh met or not met
Response : State concurs" 1th GAO'~ recommcmlation:- late continues 10 mature
its processes lo estahltsh complete tn\ cntoncs hy <i1.h.lrt'ssmg both ( r the part1all)
met practkcs GAO ha:, iJcntilicJ Ill its report. rcportmg bastl appli nuon attributes
:ind regu.larl~ upJ::aing the application im·enti.1ry. l'o ·uppon im pm\·emcnts to the
applil'.ation invcnton altnbules, St.ate has pro\ i<lcd trnin111g and is. uc<l pcno<lic
data calls ll) IT mum1gcrs aml ')stems t)\\n<.:rs across State to ensure the in\'cntory
i. accurate :md complete \\1th ba. ic attribute data such as 0\\11crship and bu<;iness

functi on supponcd. AdJ1t10nall). to imprm c qu<ilit\ control processes, SI.Lite is
d<.:Ycloping udditional guid,mce on tht.: proccs;. to re' lC\\ all IT asset throughout
their liti:c~ clc.
St.me

''ill

ontinuc it· ctroru lo unprnYc ib applicauon lll\'entory and "ill wke

these steps to rulh adJrc. ~these practice · 1<lcntified b) U/\U as being partially
met
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DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
WASHINGTON DC 20420

August9 , 2016

Mr. David Powner
Director
Information Technology Management Issues
U.S Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548
Dear Mr. Pawner:
The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) has reviewed the Government
Accountability Office's (GAO) draft report, '1NFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: Agencies
Need to Improve Their Application Inventories to Achieve Additional Savings"
(GA0-16-511) VA agrees with GAO's conclusions and concurs with GAO's
recommendation to the Department.
The enclosure sets forth the action to be taken to address the GAO draft report
recommendation .
VA appreciates the opportunity to comment on your draft report.
Sincerely,

~~-ceQ._
Gina S. Farrisee
Deputy Chief of Staff
Enclosure
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Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Comments to
Government Accountability Office (GAO) Draft Report
"INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: Agencies Need to Improve their Application
Inventories to Achieve Additional Savings"
(GA0-16·511)
GAO Recommendation: To Improve federal agencies' efforts to rationalize their
portfolio of applications, GAO Is recommending that the Secretary of Veterans Affalrs
direct the CIO and other responsible officials to Improve their Inventories by taking
steps to fully address the practices we Identified as being partially met or not met.
VA Comment: Concur. As depicted on Page 40, Appendix Ii, Table 17 of the draft report,
and shown below, VA concurs that its application inventory is fully compliant on the three
criteria used by GAO to assess the content , and partially compliant on the one measure
related to regularly updating application Inventory.
Tabla 17! D•p.ntment of Veler.ans.• Affair•

(VAi
R.allng IE>cplan•tlon
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Government Re~_ ~ct! doe.s not sponsor !VlY fT &~En'\S
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Page 40, Appendix II, Table 17
The VA Systems Inventory (VASI) is currently maintained through a variety of subject
matter expert engagements and govemance processes. This will contlnue to mature as VA
begins managing the entire lifecycle of Information Technology (IT) systems through a new
set of portfolio management processes overseen by the Enterprise Program Management
Office (EPMO). Portfolio management will improve many aspects of IT systems
management including ensuring current and accurate data at all time in VASI.
Additionally. VASI is already integrated with the Governance Risk and Compliance
RiskVision tool used by VA for tracking and assessing security boundaries. Efforts are now
underway to further integrate VASI with the Enterprise Configuration Management
Database as well as with ttie Veteran Focused Integration Process used to develop new IT
capabilities. These tool integrations improve system data quality and ensure a common site
picture across VA. Target Completion Date: May 2017.
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Appendix XV: Comments from the
Environmental Protection Agency

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

Of ACE Of

Ali> 18 <U16

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION

MEMORANDUM

UBJECT:

~ROM ·
rO·

El'/\'s Response to Draft Report GACJ -lb-511 " lnfom1auon f cchnologyAgencics Need lo Improve Their Application Inventories 10 Achieve Additional
avings ( !00090)"
Ann Dunkin
Chief Information

c/T A

on;.;:;<;:-

J____/.d_. -

Paul Sabine, Assistant Director. GAO

The Office of Environmental Information (OEI)) revic\~ed the Draft Report GAO - 16-511
" lnfom1ation Technology- Agenck-s Need 10 Improve Their Application Inventories 10 Achic\C
Additional Savings (100090).'" The purpose ofll11s memorandum is provide the E::PA ' s rebponse
to l11c report.

TI1ere is one recommendation for the l::P/\ in the Drali Report
Rc<:ommcnd111ion:
·• 1o improve federal agencies· efforts
recommending that:

10

rationalize their portfolio of application, GAO is

( ) heads of the Environmental Prot<!Ction Agency .. direct their CJ Os and other responsibk
officials to improve their invcntorieb b) takint:? steps to full~ address the practices we identified
as being partially met or not met; ..
Response:
O\erall. EPA agrees \\ilh the rccommcmlation hul requests GAO odds language following fable
2 that indi~ates that EPA is taking sl.:ps lo populate the business function associated with all
applications.
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GAO acknowledges that EPA is the only agency that .. fully met the practice ol regular!~
updating the inventory and implement ing quality controls for ensuring the reliability of the
inventory data:· I lowc\cr. in fable 2, which identifies the four practices identified to determine
\\hether an agency had a complete software applicatinn inventory. EPA is determined to ha\e
fully met three practices and partial!) met one. In the explanatory language folio\\ mg the table.
GAO states that [EPA] .. docs not identify the business function for every application ... That
statement does not pro\ ide the full context of EPA"s practices.
In Appendix II. GAO prm ides the detailed evaluation of Agencies' Application Inventories. for
EPA practices (Tab le 18). it is noted that "although the im·cnton· does not identif} the
business function associated with all applications, EPA offici11ls stated that the\ :ire
working lo ha,•c this information populated for nll 11pplic.'ltions".
EPA requests that GAO"s explanatory language following Table 2 be revised to indtcntc that
EPA is ta.king steps to populate the business function associated with all applications. That
clarifying language "-Ould more accumtely reflect EPA"s curren1 inventory practices.

cc:

Bob Trent, OCFO
Mark T Jloward. OCFO
Patricia Randolph Williams. OEI
John I lannan. OIM
Elena Larsen
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Appendix XVI: Comments from the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration

Natlonaf Aeronautics and Space Administration
Headquarters
Washington, DC 20546-0001

""""'"'

"'

Office of the Chief Information Officer

•

David Pawner
Director
Information Technology Management Issues
United Stales Government Accountability Office
Wa.•hington, DC 20548

Dear Mr. Powner:
The National Acronamics and Space Administration (NASA) appreciates the opportunity
to review and comment on the Government Accountability Office (GAO) draft report
entitled, ''Information Technology: Agencies Need to Improve Their Application
Inventories to Achieve Additional Savings" (GA0-16-511), dated July 28, 2016.
In the draft report, GAO makes one rccommendntion to the NASA Administrator
intended to enhance ilS portfolio of applications. Specifically, GAO recommends the
following:
Recommendation 1: To improve NASA's efforts to rationnli1..c its portfolio of
applications, GAO recommends the NASA Administrator direct the Chief Jnfonnntion
Officer (CIO) to improve 1 ASA's inventory of applications by taking steps to fully
address the practices that GAO identified as being partially met or not met.
Management's Response: Concur. As stated io the draft report, "NASA has developed
a plan for a supplemental process (the annual capital investment review process) Lhat is to
allow the agency to, among other things, collect detailed data about its applications and
perfonn rationali2ation," The implementation of this plan has begun as also noted in the
report Utilizing this plan, NASA will continue to evolve the current inventory to include
all organizational components and formalize an aonual review and update of the
application inventory through the Annual Capital Investment Review (AClR) process.
Incremental improvement is planned each year.
Estimated Completion Date: December 31 , 2018.
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Once again . than\.. \'< u lur the 011ponunn) to comment on 1he uh1cct draft rcpun If you
h~vc an qu..:~twn~ t•r n.-qmre a<l<litton3J 1nfom1at1011. pl~J>e wntJcl Ruth \kWillimns at
(202) 35S- 12 -

S111c~e

cl).

/A

eneeP~

h1ef lnfom1Jlll'n Officet
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Commission

UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, 0 C. 20555.0001

August 10. 2016

Mr Eric Winter
Assistant Director. lnfonnaiion Technology
Aoqu1si1ion Management Issues
U S Government Accountability Office
Washington. DC 20548
Dear Mr Winter:
Thank you for giving the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) the opportunity to
review and comment on the US. Government Accountability Office's draft report GA0- 16-511 ,
·Agencies Need lo Improve Their Application Inventories to Achieve Additional Savings: The
NRC has reviewed the draft report , is in general agreement with It and does not ~ ave an)I
comments

~1 1r~
Ell'ecut1ve Director
for Operabons
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Personnel Management

!TEO TATES OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
WW:ibfqvin

Chi..·fk1flltlt1!1Jwrt

Oiticcz

tJ('"

2tM I~

AU6 2 &2816

Mr. David Powner
Direct(•r, lnfonnation Technology Maoageml:llt Issues
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G Street, NW
Washington,. DC 20548
Mr. David Powner:

Thank you for providing us the opportunity to respond to 1he Government Accountability Office
(GAO) draft report. "Information Technology; Agencies 1 ced to Improve Their Application
Inventories to Achieve Additional Snvings," GA0-16-511.
We recognize that even the most well run programs bene!it from external evaluations and we
appreciMe your input as we continue to cnhllllce our programs. Responses to your
rcw111mcndutions ore provided below.

Recom mendation l : GAO recommends [that the head of the Office of Personnel Management]
direct [its CIO] nnd other responsible officials to improve [its inventory] by taking steps to fully
address the practices GAO identified as being panially mct. 1
Management Response:

We concur. r currently maintain and update the OPM application portfolio in an automated tool.
This tool provides an audit history of all changes lo the portfolio. The tool identifies changes to,
date of, w1d the editor who exe.::ute<l the changes to 1he portfolio.
In the future, we plan to broaden use of the tool, further automate processes for updating the
portfolio, and add additional quality controls to ensure the reliabi lity of the OPM application
portfolio. For instance, our Ent.:rprise Architecture group is defining a data stewllJ'dship program
to allow OPM programs to directly submit application changes to the tool for review. promotion,
and eventual update to the portfolio.

Adclitionally, we plan to use recent cybersecurity tool installations that SCllll OPM assets for
in~1allcd applications to verify the application portfolio data. rbis will validate thl' application
portfolio's accuracy and reliability.
'GAO found that the OPM panlal,.,, meets the requirement to r~ularly update its Inventory with quality controls
to ensure reliability.
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Mr. DnYid Pmrncr

I

l appr..-ciatc the opportw1ity to t'C$pond lo this drnH report lf you have any question• regarding
our rcspon.•r, p!..:a~c contact Jason Kruse, (202) 418-3092.andfa,oa.Kruse@opm.gov .

I

David A. Vargas. M A, CPA
Associate CIO
IT Stratt!gy & Policy

'

2
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Security Administration

''•.,"

~~'-:.
Yl'iJ'SX'\\:

\., 1111111..../
SOCIAL SECURITY
, ~,

August 11 , 2016

Mr. David Po\\11er
Director, Jnfonnation Technology Management Issues
Llni1ed Stat<:s Government Accountabi lily Otlice
441 G Street NW
Washington. DC 20548

Dear Mr. Powocr:
'!bank you for the opportunity to re\1ew U1c draft report. ·'INFORMATION TECJ !NOLOG Y:
gcnci.:s Nc.:d to Improve Their Applicalion lnventori"" lo Achieve Additional Savings"

(G 0-16-511).
We appreciate the reporfs acknowledgcmenl lhal we completed our lnfomrntion Technology
basdine in rt!Spons.: to the ovembc-r 2013 report. Infor111a11ori Technology: Addit10nul OMB
and Agency Ac:trons Are Needed to Achieve Portfolio Savrngs. We are also pleas~d that GAO
dctcrmined Uial we fully mcl two of the four applicalion inventory pra<-1iccs. ·' Includes Business
and Enterprise IT Syi.1ems .. aud " lrn.:ludcs Basic Application Attributes.'' We will continue to
cnhruic.: our inventory efforts by integrating all SSA-dc\•dopcd applications into our Enterprise
Applie at ion ln\•entory.

If you have any !1uestio11s. please conlllcl me al (4 IO) 965-4991 Your staff may contact
Gary S. Hatcher. Senior Advisor for Records Manngemenl and Audit Liaison StaJT. at
(410) 965-0680.
Sincerely.

./l

vt)/\~tt
frank Cristaudo
Executive Counselor lo thu Commissfoncr
Enclosure

:>QCI \J :'I 'l ll.11 \
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Secur ity Adm inistration

COMMENTS ON THE GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE (GAO) DRAFT
REPORT, "I 'FORMATION TECH 'OLOGY: AGENCIES NEED TO IMPROVE
THEIR APPLICATION ll'iVENTORJES TO ACHIEVE ADDITIONAL SAVI 'GS"
CGA0-16-511l

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft report. \Ve have been managing an
inventory of applications for many years. We started by focusing on applications developed
within our systems office. As noted below. our operational components also manage an
inventory of applications developed by their components. We maintain both inventories 011 a
continuous basis. We will continue to enhance our inventory efforts by integrating all SSAdevcloped applications into our Enterprise Application Inventory.
We appreciate the report ' s acknowledgement that we completed our Infonnation Technology
baseline in response to the November 2013 report, Information Technology: Additional OMB
and Agency Actions Are Needed to Achieve Portfolio Savings. \Ve are also pleased that GAO
d<!lennined that we fully met two of the four application inventory practices, " Includes Business
and Enterprise IT Systems"' and " Includes Basic Application Attributes."'
We agree with the partially met rating for the " Includes Systems From All Organizational
Components" practice. We have addressed inventories for our higher risk systems. We are in
the process of cataloging our operational component applications. We note that a good majority
of those applications are not business and enterprise IT systems as they provide specialized
reporting, anal)1ics, and office management support.
In addition, we now inventory our operational applications on a continuous basis. The regular
collection of application inventory data enables us to maintain a complete inventory. We also
have a process that requires our operational components to submit project proposals for central
evaluation. 111e proposal review process analyzes the proposal in the contex1 of our existing
inventory. This process resulted in the consolidation of existing applications, the retiren1ent of
some applications, and enhanced functionality to existing applications as opposed to creating
new applications.
We disagree with the partially met rating for " ls Regularly Updated with Quality Controls to
ensure Reliability,"' practice. We do regularly update the application inventory. We believe the
evidence we provided. i.e., the Architecture Review Board (ARB) Charter and ARB Process
documentation describes our process for maintaining application infonnation. We also provided
a data discovery report indicating the type of infonnation collected and used to update our
enterprise architecture repository.

In smumary, we have pursued a risk-based approach to maintaining our application inventory.
We believe it is more effective to analyze and manage applications associated with achieving our
strategic business plans. As noted above, we have addressed our higher risk systems, and as time
and resources become available, we will work through our lower risk operational S) tems.

1
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Recommendation 1

SSA should direct their CIO and other responsible officials to improve their inventories by
taking steps to fully address the practices we identified as being partially or not met.

We agree. As noted above we have been managing an inventory of applications for many years.
We will continue to enhance our inventory efforts by integrating all developed applications into
our Enterprise Application Inventory.

2
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The Gm.ernment Accountability Office, the audit, evaluation, and in\€stigati\€
arm of Congress , exists to support Congress in meeting its constitutional
responsibilities and to help impro\€ the performance and accountability of the
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Information Technology: Agencies Need to Improve Their Application Inventories to Achieve Additional
Savings
http://www.gao.gov/prerelease/KWkj

This report contains recommendations to your agency. As you know, 31 U.S.C. 720 requires the head of a
federal agency to submit a written statement of the actions taken on our recommendations to the Senate
Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs and to the House Committee on Oversight and
Government Reform not later than 60 calendar days from the date of the report and to the House and Senate
Committees on Appropriations with the agency's first request for appropriations made more than 60 calendar
days after that date. Because agency personnel serve as the primary source of information on the status of
recommendations, GAO requests that you also provide GAO with a copy of your agency's statement of action
to serve as preliminary information on the status of open recommendations. Please send your statement of
action to PAUL, SABINE R (Pau!S@gao.gov) or to me at (pownerd@gao.gov).

We appreciate the assistance and cooperation of your staff during our review.

David Powner
Director, Government Accountability Office: Information Technology
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